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Numerical-experimental analysis of thermal shock damage in
refractory materials
Summary
Coarse grain refractory materials are used in installations for iron and steelmaking operating at temperatures as high as 1800°C. A major cause leading
to early failure of such installations is the wear of the refractory material due to
fatal thermal stresses. These are caused for example by the pouring of liquid
steel into a relatively cold ladle or the sudden opening of an operating furnace
where the hot refractory material becomes exposed to cold air. Thermomechanical damage in the refractory lining reduces the lifetime and the
availability of high-temperature installations, negatively affecting the costefficient production of steel. This calls for a predictive approach to thermal
shock damage beforehand, in the design phase of installations as well as in
post failure analyses.
Thermal shock damage in coarse grain refractory materials becomes
initially manifest as clouds of diffuse micro-cracks and ultimately as macrocracks depending on the number and severity of the thermal load cycles. The
degradation is modelled accordingly using a continuum damage approach
enriched with terms to account for fine scale damage and validated with data
from representative thermal shock experiments. Location dependent acoustic
measurements were used to characterize the damage. Unknown model
parameters were identified in an inverse analysis involving an adaptation of
the numerical model to enable the experimental-numerical comparison. An
operator split strategy has been adopted to model thermal shock damage in
complex high temperature installations subject to cyclic process conditions.
In order to model the transient thermo-mechanical damage and in
particular thermal shock effects in coarse grain refractory materials a non-local
damage framework was coupled with heat transport and mechanical balance
equations. Non-uniform elasticity-based and uniform thermal damage were
combined into a single variable for the total damage. The temperaturedependent elasticity-based damage is due to thermal expansion induced by
temperature gradients and constrained internally within the material itself and
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externally by for example neighbouring bricks. Thermal damage is caused by
temperature increases and is due to CTE mismatches at the micro-scale. The
elasticity-based damage is controlled by a non-local equivalent strain. The
governing non-locality equation is extended with terms to account for fine
scale damage induced by thermal transients in addition to the contribution
from long range elastic strain fields. The influence of non-locality including its
(micro-structural strain gradient) extension was investigated in a parameter
study. The phenomenological relevance of the damage framework was
established by modelling thermal shock experiments in which chamotte
refractory samples were brought into surface contact with molten aluminium
followed by a down quench in ambient air.
In a literature review various set-ups were discussed to investigate
thermal shock experimentally. The test method proposed in this thesis
comprises the introduction of thermal shock in coarse grain refractory
materials with reproducible and realistic heat transfer conditions representative
for steel-making process conditions. Measurement of the transit time of
ultrasonic longitudinal waves at various sample locations after a series of
thermal shock experiments on corund samples revealed an impression of the
distribution of the damage throughout the sample volume. The compatibility of
acoustic and mechanical damage was confirmed in independent thermal
shock experiments performed to mechanically validate the damage
characterization method. Acoustic damage is defined here as the decrease of
the dynamic Young’s modulus with respect to that in the undamaged state.
Mechanical damage is defined analogically as the decrease of Young’s
modulus obtained from mechanical tests, compared to that in the undamaged
state. In a comparison of the damage measured after consecutive thermal
shock experiments and quasi-stationary thermal experiments the interaction of
elasticity-based and thermal damage could be observed. Moreover it appeared
that progressing micro-cracks induced by thermal damage are obstructed by
the prior elasticity-based damage.
To adequately model the damage evolution in refractory material subject
to multiple consecutive thermal shock cycles, a rate dependent constitutive
damage framework was proposed. Elasticity-based damage and thermal
damage were combined in a multiplicative way to describe their experimentally
observed interaction, including terms to describe the shielding of thermal
damage by elasticity-based damage. The damage framework was
implemented in a non-local thermo-mechanical finite element programme.
Using the integrated form, the parameters of the evolution law for unshielded
thermal damage could be identified from the results of the quasi-stationary
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thermal experiments. The other damage material parameters could be
identified by the inverse modelling of the thermal shock cycling experiments
using a Gauss-Newton minimization algorithm enriched with numerical
damping and optimized through a parameter identifiability analysis. To enable
the numerical-experimental comparison longitudinal wave propagation
properties through damaged material were calculated using the numerical
results exploiting the analogy between acoustic and mechanical damage. All
model parameters could be determined with a reasonable accuracy.
Particularly the non-local length scale was triggered by the information
contained in the data set extracted from the transient experiments. A
satisfactory experimental-numerical agreement of the results for the first and
second thermal shock cycle was obtained. Modelling of the third thermal shock
cycle to validate the optimized parameters revealed some deviations from the
experiments at a more remote distance from the shock front. Here the transit
times approach the undamaged experimental values and it appears that the
model may not be accurate enough to capture these differences. Using
parameter identifiability analyses the experimental set-up could be improved
by enhancing the currently used acoustic measurement grid to the level where
the inverse problem becomes well-posed. Modelling results obtained with the
quantified parameters revealed furthermore that the elastic wave progresses
nearly instantaneously into the sample. Temperature gradients affect the
elasticity-based damage distribution only further away from the shock front. It
appeared that thermal shock is a two-scale event where macroscopic and
microscopic contributions are of the same order. Thermal damage contributes
significantly to the total damage in spite of the shielding by elasticity-based
damage.
The use of the developed and quantified damage framework in
engineering applications was enabled by using a so-called operator split
strategy. Non-local damage evolution is coupled incrementally with a thermomechanical finite element (FE) package used to analyze high temperature
installations subject to cyclic process conditions. The non-locality is solved
incrementally using a spatial FE discretization and a backward-Euler time
integration scheme. The numerical solution strategy is demonstrated by
studying thermal shock damage in the inlet of a steel degassing installation.
The effect of a modification in the process conditions has been investigated. A
second numerical example comprises the analysis of thermal shock damage in
the refractory lining of a steel ladle.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

Refractory materials are applied in the interiors of high temperature
installations for example in baking furnaces for the production of ceramic table
ware and in waste incinerators. Typical examples at the steelmaking facilities
of Tata Steel are the blast furnace used for the production of raw iron
operating at temperatures as high as 1800 °C, as well as the torpedo car,
depicted in Fig. 1.1, used for the transport of the raw iron from the blast
furnace to the steel plant. Yet another example is the interior of a blast oxygen
furnace depicted in Fig. 1.2, used for the conversion of raw iron into various
high quality steel grades. Refractory materials are not only subject to harsh
thermal environments but also to the chemical interaction with the contained
atmosphere such as steel slag in a ladle and molten aluminium in an
electrolysis cell. A special class of refractories is formed by the technical
ceramics. These finely grained high strength materials are commonly used as
kiln furniture or high temperature tooling. The scope of this thesis, however,
covers coarse grain refractory materials applied in steelmaking installations.

Fig. 1.1. Torpedo car used for the transport of raw iron from the blast furnace
to the steel plant
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Fig. 1.2. Interior of a blast oxygen furnace used for the conversion of raw iron
into steel
Raw materials used for the production of refractory materials applied in
the steel industry are typically alumina (Al2O3), silica (SiO2) and magnesia
(MgO). The constituents used, the grain size distribution and the composition
of grains in the matrix depend on the interaction with the contained
atmosphere. Refractory products can be categorized into shaped refractory
bricks and unshaped products such as castable concretes. After the selection
of the raw materials and consecutive grinding the half-manufactured product is
graded into the desired grain size distribution. During the subsequent mixing
(wet and dry) binding agents and other additives are added. Subsequently the
half-manufactured product is formed and pressed into the desired (brick)
shape and attains its final properties during various thermal treatments. The
structural integrity is obtained in the final sintering stage. After wet mixing the
unshaped refractory products are casted on site into the desired shape, for
example in a trough, in which the raw iron is flowing from the blast furnace to
the torpedo car. The casted refractory lining receives its end properties in a
careful drying process to avoid pressure built-up by evaporating water. An
example of the resulting typical heterogeneous refractory micro-structure is
depicted in Fig.1.3. Evidently, the macroscopic thermo-mechanical properties
are determined by those of the various constituents and the coherence
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between them. At the macroscopic continuum scale heterogeneous
temperature fields will cause constrained deformations and associated
stresses, possibly additionally enforced by external (boundary) effects, e.g.
due to neighbouring bricks. At the microscopic scale high temperatures (and
fine scale temperature gradients) will cause complementary material loading
due to local property mismatches.

Fig. 1.3. SEM image (SEI) of a typical micro-structure of a heterogeneous,
coarse grain refractory material
A principal cause of premature disfunctioning of steelmaking
installations is the wear of the refractory lining due to fatal thermal loads. This
occurs for example when liquid steel is poured into a relatively cold ladle or
when an operating furnace is suddenly opened and the hot refractory material
becomes exposed to cold air leading again to severe thermal stresses and the
possible loss of the structural integrity of the material. The generation of such
stresses is generally referred to as thermal shock. Fig. 1.4, for example,
depicts a refractory lining of a hot air duct damaged by thermal shock which in
general hampers the lifetime of high temperature installations and
consequently affects their operational condition. The resulting loss of
productivity may eventually lead to an increase in the steel production costs.
This necessitates the prediction of thermal shock damage beforehand, in the
design phase of installations as well as afterwards in post-failure analyses.
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Fig. 1.4. Thermal shock damage in a hot air duct used for the firing of a blast
furnace
In the past, the occurrence of thermal shock in refractory materials has
been assessed simply by the comparison of material properties as for example
tensile strength and thermal expansion coefficient. A slightly more advanced
approach commonly used for purposive ranking of refractory materials is
based on a combination of material properties as defined by Hasselman [1-3].
For example the resistance of a refractory material against thermal shock
fracture initiation is represented by the first Hasselman parameter R defined
as:

R=

σ (1 − ν )
α th E

with σ the tensile strength, ν the Poisson’s ratio, α th the coefficient of
thermal expansion and E denoting Young’s modulus. The parameter R
represents the maximum allowable temperature difference in a material
subject to infinitely fast heating-up. Thermal shock resistance parameters have
also been defined for other conditions of heating for example with a constant
heat flux or constant heating rate. Evidently these parameters (refered to as
additional Hasselman parameters R ' and R' ' , respectively) do not take into
account the complex geometry of high temperature installations and the
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imposed process conditions involving simultaneous mechanisms of heat
transfer as for example forced convection and radiation.
Computer modelling of thermal shock in high temperature installations
still relies heavily on the calculation of thermo-elastic stresses [4-8] and
fracture mechanics [9-11]. Contributions in the field of damage mechanics
have also been made [12-14] but are mostly limited to the modelling of parts of
high temperature installations. Moreover they do not adequately take into
account the heterogeneous granular micro-structure of refractory materials
which is required for a realistic prediction of the thermo-mechanical
degradation. Recently developed thermo-mechanical multi-scale models [15],
[16] do incorporate the refractory micro-structure with all its features as for
example grains of different size, porosity and a constitutive description of the
coherence between the various constituents. These models are thus an
excellent tool for purposive materials engineering. However, the
straightforward identification of the many model parameters involved in the
governing constitutive descriptions is difficult, whereas they are essential for
the predictive modelling of thermal shock failure in high temperature
installations.
Experimental assessments of thermal shock in refractory materials are
readily available. In its most simple form this comes down to the quenching of
heated samples in cold water. The resulting thermal shock damage is
characterized a.o. by the determination of residual mechanical properties [1720] or the weight loss after thermal spalling [21]. More accurate but expensive
characterization methods include X-ray and ultrasonic tomography [22-24].
Fig. 1.5 shows a picture of a more enhanced set-up to test and compare the
thermal shock resistance of refractory bricks. A batch of refractory bricks is
stacked row-wise on the furnace and is alternatingly exposed to flame heating
and forced cooling by ambient air. The thermal shock damage is characterized
by acoustic measurements, only representative for the integral material
degradation per test sample. In a more sophisticated approach the thermal
boundary conditions imposed on a test sample need to be controllable and
reproducible as opposed to for example the irregularly heated sample surface
by a burner or the presence of boiling water around a test sample subject to
water quenching. In order to adequately represent thermal shock failure under
process conditions a sufficiently high thermal load needs to applied to a test
sample.
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Fig. 1.5. Experimental set-up to test the thermal shock resistance of refractory
bricks, alternatingly by flame heating and forced air cooling

1.2

Objectives

Thermo-mechanical damage and in particular thermal shock in a refractory
lining of steelmaking installations compromises the productivity and the cost
efficient production of steel. Numerical tools to predict thermal shock failure in
engineering installations taking into account the distinct heterogeneous microstructure of refractory materials are currently not available. Proposed set-ups
for the experimental assessment of thermal shock can only be used for the
purposive ranking of refractory materials, but are usually not suitable to study
thermal shock under cyclic process conditions and cannot be used for the
identification of model parameters. Therefore, the following objectives are
defined within the scope of the present research:
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• The development of a constitutive model of the transient thermomechanical degradation of coarse grain refractory materials including
terms to account for the fine scale degradation stemming from the
distinct heterogeneous micro-structure. The constitutive framework will
be implemented into a FE solution strategy.
• The realization of an experimental set-up to apply thermal shock to
coarse grain refractory materials in a reproducible way with controlled,
simulated process conditions. For the identification of model parameters
it is furthermore required that the material degradation can be
reproducibly quantified at multiple sample locations in a non-destructive
way.
• The development of a numerical-experimental procedure for the
identification of all model parameters including those controlling the fine
scale degradation.
• The numerical platform is to be used to predict thermal shock damage in
the refractory lining of high temperature installations. The effects of
modifying the process conditions will be investigated, revealing possible
proposals for improvement.

1.3

Outline of the thesis

In order to model the transient thermo-mechanical damage and in particular
thermal shock in coarse grain refractory materials, a non-local constitutive
damage framework is presented in paper 2 including terms to account for finescale damage induced by property mismatches at the micro-scale. Bothelasticity-based damage due to constrained non-uniform thermal expansion
and thermal damage due to uniform thermal expansion are combined into a
single variable for the damage. After implementation of the constitutive model
into a thermo-mechanical finite element code, the influence of non-locality and
fine-scale damage is investigated in a sensitivity analysis. The
phenomenological relevance of the model is established by the numerical
simulation of thermal experiments under process conditions. A literature
review of various thermal shock test set-ups is presented in chapter 3. The
experimental set-up conceived in the present research as well as the proposed
acoustic damage characterization method and mechanical validation thereof
are treated in detail. The evolution of damage in consecutive thermal shock
cycles is investigated with the experimental set-up which comprises the
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surface contact of test samples with molten aluminium followed by a down
quench in ambient air. The damage is characterized by the measurement of
the transit time of ultrasonic longitudinal waves at various sample locations.
The sensitivity of the sample material to a uniform temperature increase is
investigated with quasi-stationary thermal experiments. Rate-dependent
damage evolution laws are proposed in chapter 4 to describe the evolution of
cyclic thermal shock damage. The enhanced damage framework accounts for
the experimentally observed interaction between elasticity-based damage and
thermal damage. The quantification of the governing evolution laws by making
use of the quasi-stationary thermal tests and by inverse modelling of the
consecutive thermal shock experiments is discussed including the extraction of
longitudinal wave propagation characteristics from the numerical results to
enable the comparison with the experiments. Subsequently, the validation of
the identified parameter set is treated, indicating potential improvements to the
thermal shock test set-up through a parameter identifiability analysis. The
optimized model is used to investigate the damage evolution in three
consecutive thermal shock cycles. In chapter 5, an incremental coupling
between the quantified damage framework and a FE package is proposed to
enable the modelling of thermal shock damage in thermally loaded structures
subject to cyclic process conditions. The predictive capabilities of the thermomechanical damage framework is demonstrated with two numerical examples
involving thermal shock damage in the inlet of a steel degassing installation
and in the refractory lining of a steel ladle. The thesis closes with general
conclusions and recommendations for further work.
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2.

Non-local modelling of thermal shock damage in
refractory materials

A non-local damage framework has been coupled with heat transport to model
transient thermo-mechanical damage (in particular thermal shock) in refractory
materials. The non-locality, to be dealt with to obtain an adequate problem
formulation, is introduced by terms accounting for micro-structural strain
gradients induced by transient temperature gradients. The parameters figuring
in the evolution law for elasticity-based damage are temperature-dependent.
Damage due to isotropic thermal expansion has been accounted for by
proposing a new evolution law. A single variable for the total damage is
obtained by combining both damage mechanisms. The influence of nonlocality and transient temperature gradients within non-locality is investigated
in numerical examples. The phenomenological relevance of the framework is
verified by modeling of experiments, which simulate thermal shock under
process conditions.

2.1

Introduction

Refractory materials are used in linings of installations for iron and steelmaking
with operating temperatures as high as 1800 °C. Major cause leading to early
failure of such installations is the wear of the refractory material due to fatal
thermal stresses. This happens e.g. when molten metal is introduced into a
relatively cold ladle. Another example is the sudden opening of an operating
furnace where hot refractory material suddenly becomes exposed to cold air
leading again to severe thermal stresses. The generation of such stresses is
generally referred to as thermal shock.
In the past, various approaches have been used to model thermal shock
in refractory materials. Parameters describing the effect of thermal shock in
refractory materials were defined by Hasselman [1-3] and Lu and Fleck [4].
Also numerous analytical efforts have been undertaken to model thermal
shock cracks in ceramic materials [5-11]. The application of the Finite Element
Method permitted the study of evolution of thermal stresses and cracks by
modeling parts of or even complete installations forming input to an improved
re-design [12-18]. Despite the quasi-brittle character of refractory

Reproduced from: F. Damhof, W.A.M. Brekelmans, M.G.D. Geers, Non-local modelling of thermal
shock damage in refractory materials, Engng. Fract. Mech., 2008, Vol. 75, pp. 4706-4720
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materials early computer modeling was mostly based on Linear Elastic
Fracture Mechanics. At a later stage quasi-brittleness was incorporated using
Fictitious Crack models with fit-for-purpose constitutive laws [19], [20]
extended with gradient terms to model size effects correctly [21]. Latest efforts
entail consideration of the complex micro-structure of refractory material [22]
and multi-scale models covering sizes from granular level up to full-size
installations [23].
At thermal shock sensitive locations in installations coarse-grained
refractory material is applied with grain sizes up to 5 mm. Such refractories
show a diffuse (micro-) crack pattern upon exposure to thermal shock. Simonin
et al. [24] report for a coarse-grained high-alumina refractory material both
diffuse and localized thermal shock damage. Mismatch in thermal expansion
of grains and matrix causes micro-cracks leading to diffuse thermal shock
damage [25], [26] catalyzed by pre-existing micro-cracks stemming from the
refractory production process. Boussuge [27], [28] confirmed that coarsegrained refractories develop a distributed damage preceding localization and
proposes continuum damage mechanics [29] to model the material behaviour.
In the past various authors reported on modeling the thermo-mechanical
behaviour of refractory materials based on damage mechanics. Headrick et al.
[30] model combined thermo-mechanical and chemical damage in an aluminasilicate refractory lining of a gassifier. Separate damage variables are used for
compressive and tensile failure. Prompt et al. [31] analyse the wear of a blast
furnace duct. Based on the observed fracture pattern of micro- and macrocracks due to high transient thermal gradients a continuum damage approach
was adopted. A single damage variable was satisfactorily used to describe
damage originating from a compressive stress state at the hot face and from a
tensile stress state inside the refractory lining. Liang and Headrick [32] model
filling of an alumina refractory cup using separate damage variables for
compressive and tensile damage. The total damage is found via a
multiplicative combination of the damage variables.
More advanced models are employed predicting damage in concrete
exposed to elevated temperatures in a fire. Elasticity-based damage is
combined with thermal damage (e.g. from micro-cracking due to isotropic
thermal expansion). Total damage is obtained via a multiplicative combination
of both damage descriptions. Gawin [35] et al. follow a scalar damage
approach while the constitutive behaviour is distinct for compression and
tension. Damage evolution parameters are assumed temperatureindependent. Luccioni et al. [34] perform a similar exercise where thermal
damage manifests itself through the deterioration of Young’s modulus
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including an effect on Poisson’s ratio. Nentech et al. [33] use separate
compressive and tensile damage variables combined with hardening plasticity.
A third damage variable is used to account for thermal damage. It was
proposed to incorporate an internal length scale (representing the dimensions
of the material micro-structure) into the constitutive equations to preserve the
well- posedness of the problem upon strain localization and to avoid mesh
dependency in a finite element analysis. This can be realized by using e.g. a
non-local equivalent strain measure as was shown by Stabler and Baker [36],
[37] who model damage due to temperature gradients (elasticity-based
damage) combined with thermal damage. The elasticity-based damage is
activated by a non-local strain measure obtained via Gaussian weighting
applied to the local equivalent strain field. Pearce et al. [38] also follow a nonlocal approach incorporating elasticity-based and thermal damage with
temperature-dependent evolution parameters. The non-local strain measure is,
however, obtained via an implicit gradient enhanced formulation as advocated
by Peerlings et al. [39], [40] to preserve mathematical well-posedness. None of
the approaches mentioned in this paragraph reflect on fine scale thermal
shock damage originating from thermal expansion mismatches in the microstructural constituents. Furthermore the transient evolution of non-local
damage was not investigated and the incorporation of temperature
dependency in the damage frameworks was found incomplete as to correctly
describe the temperature-dependent mechanical behaviour of refractory
material.
To represent transient temperature damage in granular coarse-grained
refractory material it is proposed in this paper to model elasticity-based
(thermal shock) damage isotropically. This is combined with a newly described
evolution of thermal damage in an additive manner implying that both damage
mechanisms act independently. This is jusitified by the fact that the elastic
damage predominantly works macroscopically whereas the origin of thermal
damage is of microscopic nature. The total damage thus represents a
separation of macroscopic and microscopic scales. The driving variable for
elasticity-based damage, the non-local equivalent strain, is obtained via a
gradient enhanced implicit formulation. Coupling of this formulation with elastic
equilibrium and transient heat transport leads to transient non-local damage
evolution which has not been modelled before. Contrary to previous works on
desintegration of concrete and refractories at elevated temperature, the
elasticity-based damage evolution law uses temperature-dependent
parameters. The modified Von Mises definition in [39], used to obtain the local
equivalent strain, is enhanced in this paper by the incorporation of a
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temperature-dependent ratio of compressive and tensile strength. The existing
non-locality equation is in this paper extended with a term accounting for fine
scale transient thermal shock damage due to property mismatches at the
micro-scale. A full Newton-Raphson scheme is used to implement the
presented field equations in a Galerkin based finite element framework. In
sensitivity analyses the influence of the contribution of said fine scale thermal
shock damage as well as an increasing internal length scale is investigated.
The phenomenological relevance of the modeling framework is established by
comparing the data from thermal shock experiments with the numerical model
thereof.

2.2

Temperature-dependent mechanical behaviour

The areas within high temperature installations prone to thermal shock are
equipped with specifically tailored refractory materials. A typical example of the
chemical composition of such a refractory material is presented in Fig. 2.1
(left). The weight percentages of alumina (Al2O3) and silica (SiO2) govern to a
large extent the thermo-mechanical characteristics of the material. Generally,
larger alumina content leads to a lower thermal shock resistance. Nonetheless
alumina-silicate bricks are used in harsh high temperature environments
because of their high-temperature strength combined with a reasonable
thermal shock resistance. Such bricks are mainly composed of mullite
(3Al2O3.2SiO2) with some glassy phases of SiO2, generally located around the
grain boundaries. These glassy phases begin to soften when approaching
their glass transition temperature leading to a quasi-brittle behaviour at higher
temperatures [41]. Usually this glass transition temperature lies well below the
ultimate usage temperature of the refractory material. Fig. 2.1 (right) shows a
typical uni-axial response in tension of a dense refractory material. Upon
temperature increase a transition from purely brittle towards a more quasibrittle behaviour takes place; the post-elastic tail preceding ultimate failure
becomes longer. Also the strain at which the peak stress occurs, increases
with temperature. Other characteristic changes at increasing temperature are
a lower strength and a lower Young’s modulus. The aforementioned
temperature dependencies need to be incorporated into the constitutive model.
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Fig. 2.1. Chemical composition (left) and temperature-dependent mechanical
response of a typical alumina-silicate brick (right)

2.3

Constitutive model

2.3.1

Damage evolution

The total strain in a thermo-mechanically loaded refractory material is
composed of a thermal strain and an elastic strain defined with respect to a
predefined reference configuration. The thermal strain is due to the isotropic
thermal expansion following a temperature increase with respect to the
reference. The elastic strain originates from stresses due to external material
constraints (e.g. neighboring bricks) and due to the constrained thermal
expansion within the material itself. The total strain tensor ε is decomposed
according to:

ε = ε th + ε el

(2.1)

where ε th and ε el represent the thermal and elastic strain tensor, respectively.
The thermal strain tensor can be written as:

ε th = αth (θ − θ0 ) Ι

(2.2)
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where αth is the thermal expansion coefficient, θ and θ0 denote the actual
temperature and the reference temperature in the unstrained state,
respectively, and Ι is the identity tensor. For isotropic elastic damage affected
behaviour, Hooke’s law reads

σ = (1 − D ) 4C : (ε − ε th )

(2.3)

where the damage D accounts for both the elasticity-based and the thermal
damage and σ denotes the stress tensor. The fourth-order tensor 4 C
contains the temperature-dependent elasticity moduli of the undamaged
material. The elasticity-based damage is predominantly a macroscopic
phenomenon whereas thermal damage is of microscopic origin and induced by
thermal expansion mismatches within the micro-structure of the material. For
lower damage levels this implies a separation of macroscopic (elastic damage)
and microcopic (thermal damage) scales and independently acting damage
mechanisms. Hence the total damage D can be written as:

0 ≤ D = d el + d th ≤ 1

(2.4)

where d el represents the elasticity-based damage and d th the thermal
damage.
For the elasticity-based damage the following evolution law is proposed
[39]:

d el = 1 −

[

κ el,i
(1 − α ) + α exp − β (κel −κel,i )
κ el

]

(2.5)

where κ el is the damage driving variable, κ el,i denotes its minimum threshold
value, α and β are temperature-dependent material parameters where the
latter reflects the brittleness of the material. The driving variable κ el is
determined through the Kuhn-Tucker relations for damage evolution:

κ& el ≥ 0 , εeq − κ el ≤ 0 , κ& el (εeq − κ el ) = 0

(2.6)

where εeq represents the non-local equivalent strain which equals κ el upon
damage evolution. The local and non-local equivalent strains are defined in
detail in section 2.3.2. The temperature-dependency of the material
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parameters α and β may cause an unphysical decrease of the damage
unless the numerical implementation is adequately adapted to prevent this
inconsistency.
The driving variable for the thermal damage is the maximum attained
temperature within the material. A uniform temperature increase induces an
isotropic thermal expansion. When the temperature exceeds a certain
threshold value small (microscopic) cracks might appear causing irreversible
thermal damage [33-38]. From a structural point of view this thermal damage
is a typical fine scale micro-structural mechanism, associated to local
mismatches in elastic and thermal properties of the constituent phases in the
micro-structure. On the other hand certain chemical components of refractory
material (e.g. SiO2) might be subject to phase changes at elevated
temperatures. This can lead to a change in the material structure (e.g. local
volume changes) and a permanently decreased Young’s modulus, which thus
also contributes to the thermal damage. For the evolution of thermal damage a
new evolution law is proposed:
φ
 
 κ th − κ th,i   
1 


d th = 1 + sin  π 3 − 
  
κ
κ
−
2 
th,i 
 th,c

 

(2.7)

where κ th represents the driving variable for thermal damage: the attained
maximum temperature. The parameters κ th,i and κ th,c denote, respectively the
initial and critical temperature for thermal damage. When κ th approaches κ th,c
the thermal damage would become 1. Normally process temperatures will
never reach κ th,c and consequently thermal damage will never reach the value
1. The parameter φ in Eq. (2.7) can be chosen such that the thermal damage
increases progressively, linear or degressively at increase of the maximum
attained temperature. The driving variable κ th is subject to the Kuhn-Tucker
relations for the thermal damage evolution:

κ& th ≥ 0 , θ − κ th ≤ 0 , κ& th (θ − κ th ) = 0
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2.3.2

Equivalent strain

For the local equivalent strain the modified Von Mises definition [39] is
suitable:
2

εeq

η−1
1  η−1  2
6η
=
J1 +
J

 J1 +
2η(1 − 2ν )
2η  1 − 2ν 
(1 + ν )2 2

(2.9)

where η is the temperature-dependent ratio of compressive and tensile
strength such that an uni-axial compressive stress η σ leads to identical
damage as a tensile stress equal to σ ; J 1 and J 2 are invariants of the elastic
strain tensor ε el :

J 1 = tr (ε el ) , J 2 = tr (ε el ⋅ ε el ) −

1 2
tr (ε el )
3

(2.10)

The formulation of κ el according to (2.6) in terms of a local equivalent strain as
described in Eq. (2.9) would lead to a pathological mesh dependency in Finite
Element solutions [39]. This can be resolved by adopting a non-local approach
involving a weighted average of the equivalent strains within a certain vicinity
of a material point. This can e.g. be achieved by using an integral format:

() (

)

r
r
r r
εeq (x ) = ∫ g ξ εeq x + ξ d V

(2.11)

V

r

where the non-local equivalent strain εeq (x ) is the weighted volume average of

()
r

r

the local equivalent strain εeq . Furthermore g ξ is a weight function and ξ is
relative position vector. As demonstrated by Peerlings et al. [39], Eq. (2.11)
can be approximated by the following differential form:

εeq = εeq + lc2 ∇ 2 εeq

(2.12)

where lc is a material dependent internal length scale parameter representing
the dimensions of the micro-structure of the material and ∇ 2 represents the
Laplacian operator. Apart from the numerical benefits the adoption of a nonlocal equivalent strain thus reflects the coarse-grained granular material
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structure represented by the internal length scale lc . From a numerical pointof-view it is beneficial to transform Eq. (2.12) into its implicit form [39]:

εeq − lc2 ∇ 2 ε eq = εeq

(2.13)

It has been shown previously [39], [43] that the implicit determination of the
non-local strain from the applied elliptic partial differential equation gives good
results in controlling the predictions of damage models prior to material failure.
Eq. (2.13) reflects that the local equivalent strain can be considered as the
source term in the differential equation for the non-local equivalent strain and
thus as the governing source for damage evolution.
The evolution of thermal shock damage originates from events at two
scales. Long range elastic fields at the macro-scale are induced by the thermal
gradients at the continuum level, accounted for in Eq. (2.13). However, for
thermal shock, a second source of damage exists, associated to a fine scale
distribution of deformations. This is induced by microscopic temperature
gradients acting on the heterogeneous micro-structure where thermal
expansion mismatches are present. Hence the temperature gradients may
lead to excessive micro-scale stresses and damage. The governing microscale deformation is represented by a micro-structural local equivalent strain
which is taken to be proportional to the spatial variation of temperature,
defined here as:

εeq,micro = rths θ − θ

(2.14)

where rths is a proportionality constant and the non-local temperature θ is
obtained via a weighted average of the local temperature θ within a certain
vicinity of the material point concerned, analogically defined as the non-local
equivalent strain in Eq. (2.11). The fine scale influence of temperature
gradients on the granular material structure is reflected in Eq. (2.14). The
influence of strain gradients on the micro-scale strains of the heterogeneous
materials is thus accounted for. The influence of the local temperature itself is
dealt with within the framework of thermal damage. In line with Eq. (2.12), the
non-local temperature θ can be approximated by:
2
θ = θ + lths
∇ 2θ

(2.15)
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where

lths

is a material dependent internal length scale parameter

representing the dimensions of the micro-structure of the material and the
governing material characteristics which incorporate the previously discussed
fine-scale thermo-mechanic behaviour. Eq. (2.15) can be substituted into Eq.
(2.14), yielding:

εeq,micro = cths ∇ 2 θ

(2.16)

2
where the constant cths replaces the product rths lths
. Taking into account the

diffusion equation for heat transfer without source terms, which reads:

∇ 2θ =

1 &
θ
αdif

(2.17)

(with the thermal diffusivity αdif = λ ρ C p , λ the thermal conductivity, ρ the
mass density and C p the heat capacity), it follows that adding the second
source term, Eq. (2.16), to Eq.(2.13) results in:

εeq − lc2∇ 2 εeq = εeq +

cths &
θ
αdif

(2.18)

If temperature changes proceed quasi-stationary the second source term
vanishes from Eq. (2.18). From the definition of αdif it follows from Eq. (2.18)
that a higher thermal conductivity ( λ ) as well as a lower heat capacity ( ρ C p )
lead to less thermal shock damage, provided that cths is not affected.

2.4

Finite element implementation

This section outlines the implementation of the previously described
mathematical model into a Galerkin-based finite element program. The
solution process is based on a full Newton-Raphson linearization of the
discretized weak forms.
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2.4.1

Weak forms and discretization of the governing equations

The system to be solved consists of the equations for heat transport without
internal sources, equilibrium without body forces and the equation for the nonlocal equivalent strain Eq. (2.18):

∇ 2θ =

1 &
θ
αdif

(2.19)

r
r
∇ ⋅σ = 0

(2.20)

εeq − lc2 ∇ 2 εeq = εeq +

cths &
θ
αdif

(2.21)

The boundary conditions involved with the differential equations (2.19) and
(2.20) are straightforwardly prescribed by the physical problem description. A
physically acceptable boundary condition for Eq. (2.21) reads [39]:

r
r
∇εeq ⋅ n = 0

(2.22)

r

where n denotes the normal at the edge of the domain Ω considered. Using
a Galerkin discretization of the relevant fields and substitution into the weak
forms of Eqs. (2.19) to (2.21) yields:
T

T

∫ N θ ρ C p N θ dΩ θ~&+ ∫ B θ λ B θ dΩ θ~ = ~f

Ω

Ω

T

∫ B u σ~ dΩ = ~f

Ω



T

u

(2.23)

ext

(2.24)

ext

∫  N e N e ε~ eq + B e

Ω

θ

T 2
lc B e


T
T c
e
ε − N e εeq  dΩ − ∫ N e ths N θ dΩ θ& = f
(2.25)
~ eq
~
α

~
ext
dif
Ω

where the matrices N θ and N e contain the interpolation functions for
temperature and non-local equivalent strain, respectively. The matrices B θ , B u
and B e contain derivatives of the interpolation functions for temperature,
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displacement and non-local equivalent strain. The column θ& contains the time
~

derivatives of the nodal temperatures. The column σ contains the components
~

of the stress tensor σ . The nodal columns f

θ

~ ext

, f

u

and f

~ ext

e

represent,

~ ext

respectively, external heat fluxes, external mechanical forces and a column
containing external non-local quantities (equaling zero).
2.4.2

Linearization and incremental-iterative solution procedure

For the temporal discretization of Eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) at increment level a
backward-Euler scheme is applied. Linearization of the non-linear system of
incremental equations has been performed taking into account the
temperature dependency of the thermal conductivity, thermal capacity,
Young’s modulus and the ratio of compressive and tensile strength η .
Successive substitution of the linearizations and time descretization into the
spatially discretized weak forms Eqs. (2.23) - (2.25) yield the following linear
system of equations, applicable for iteration step i :

K i −1 δ a = f
~

−f

~ ext

(2.26)

~ int,i − 1

with K i −1 the system matrix, δ a the column with adaptations of the estimated
~

values of the nodal temperatures θ , the nodal displacements u and the nodal
~

non-local equivalent strains ε

~ eq

~

and f

the column with nodal reactions. In

~ int,i − 1

a decomposed format the iteration equation (2.27) can be written as:

K i −1 =

 K θθ
i −1
 uθ
 K i −1
 K eθ
 i −1

θu
K i −1
uu
K i −1
eu
K i −1

θe
K i −1 
ue 
K i −1  ,
ee
K i −1 


 θ

 θ 


f
f


~ 
~ int,i − 1
 δ θ~ 
ext


 u 
u
=f
δa =  δ u  , f =  f  , f

 ~  ~ ext
~
~ ext
~ int,i − 1
 ~ int,i − 1 


e
 δε 
fe

f 
 ~ eq 
 ~ int,i − 1 
 ~ ext 
(2.27)
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θu

θe

In Eq. (2.27) the sub-matrices K i −1 and K i −1 consist entirely of zero elements
indicating that the temperature field is not influenced by damage development
i.e. it is assumed that the thermal moduli do not depend on damage. For a
more detailed elaboration of the remaining sub-matrices and sub-columns in
Eq. (2.27) reference is made to Section 2.9.
2.4.3

Computational solution issues

The sub-matrices composing the global system matrix (Eq. (2.27)) are
determined at the element level. Within the three-dimensional element, the
temperature and non-local equivalent strain are approximated using tri-linear
interpolation functions. The displacement components are approximated using
quadratic interpolation functions in a serendipity configuration. Using the same
order of interpolation might lead to stress oscillations as was found by
Peerlings [43]. Within the context of the proposed quadratic displacement
discretization the local elastic strain becomes of reduced order in agreement
with the lower order damage stemming from the lower order temperature and
non-local equivalent strain. It has been found that this approach gives good
results when combined with reduced Gauss integration of the equilibrium
equation and full integration of the field equation for the non-local equivalent
strain, Eq. (2.21) [43]. Full Gauss integration has been applied for the heat
transport equation as well. Note that this implies that eight integration points
are used to evaluate the contributions for thermal diffusion, equilibrium and the
non-local equivalent strain. Eventually this leads to a 20-noded quadratic
serendipity finite element where the displacement components are evaluated
at all nodes and the temperature and non-local equivalent strain only at the
corner nodes.

2.5

Non-local aspects of thermal shock damage

The influence of the contribution of the transient temperature gradients in the
non-locality equation (Eq. (2.21)) as well as the effect of an increasing internal
length scale are investigated in sensitivity analyses. The influence of the value
assigned to the thermal shock constant cths and to the intrinsic length lc (Eq.
(2.18)) has been investigated by the analysis of five cases (A to E),
summarized in table 2.1. Fig. 2.2 shows the geometry and boundary
conditions used in the analysis which is performed in a plane strain context.
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The homogeneous initial sample temperature θ0 equals 20 °C. The bottom
sample side is subject to a temperature jump of 1500 °C. Symmetry conditions
apply to the left sample side. The vertical displacements are constrained on
the upper sample side, which is also thermally insulated. The right sample side
is thermally insulated. Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) specify the temperaturedependent thermal capacity and conductivity, based on measurements on
typical refractory material in the relevant temperature regime

C p (θ ) = 782 + 0.3θ + 0.0003 θ 2

[J/kgK]

(2.28)

λ (θ ) = 1.979 + 0.0008 θ + 6 ⋅ 10 −7 θ 2 [W/mK]

(2.29)

where θ is expressed in °C. The values of the model parameters used in this
analysis are typical for refractory material. The density, Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio and thermal expansion coefficient used are, respectively, 2220
kg/m3, 15 GPa, 0.2 and 6*10-6 K-1. For the parameter η in the modified Von
Mises definition, Eq. (2.9), a value of 4 has been selected. For the parameters
α , β and κ el,i in Eq. (2.5) values of –1, 10 and 8*10-4, respectively, have been
chosen. Thermal damage was not activated. A discretization of 20x40 square
elements has been used. A time frame of 30 s was analyzed using time steps
of 0.5 s.
Case nr.

cths [m2/K]
lc [mm]

A
0
3

B

C
-12

2.5*10

-12

5.0*10

3

3

D

E

0

0

1

5

Table 2.1. Values of thermal shock constant and internal length scale used in
the parameter sensitivity analysis
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Thermally insulated
Vertical displacements constrained
Horizontal displacements free

0.05 m

θ0 = 20 °C
Thermally insulated
Displacements free

Symmetry conditions

0.025 m

Temperature jump of 1500°C
Displacements free

Fig. 2.2. Sample subject to an upquench thermal shock

ε eq

ε eq

D

Fig. 2.3. Results for case C ( cths = 5*10-12 m2/K, lc = 3 mm) at t = 10 s
Fig. 2.3 shows the results for case C at 10 seconds. Compared to the local
equivalent strain the non-local equivalent strain is more smooth and has a
lower maximum value. This is due to the averaging effect of the non-local
formulation on the local equivalent strain field. The high values of the damage
at the sample bottom are due to the thermal shock term in Eq. (2.18). This can
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also be observed in Fig. 2.4 which depicts the centerline non-local equivalent
strain and damage as a function of time for the cases A to C. With increasing
values of the thermal shock constant cths the damage at the sample bottom
increases while the damage at quarter height and half height decreases
slightly. The decrease in damage is due to the aforementioned averaging
effect of non-locality. The time at which the maximum in damage is reached
(event time), for quarter and half sample heights, hardly changes for the
considered values of the thermal shock constant.

Fig. 2.4. Centerline non-local equivalent strain (upper row) and damage (lower
row) as a function of time for the cases A to C (left to right). Solid line: sample
bottom, dash-dot: quarter height, dashed: half height
Fig. 2.5 shows the additional time-dependent results for the non-local
equivalent strain and the damage, for cases D and E. The influence of an
increased value of the internal length scale can be investigated by comparing
cases D, A and E. It can be observed that with increasing internal length scale
the damage decreases. This applies especially at quarter height and half
height and considerably less at the quenched sample side. The
aforementioned event time is roughly the same for all cases D, A and E. Most
damage does not appear at the sample bottom but at higher locations in the
sample, which is due to the stress distribution. At the sample bottom
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compressive stresses prevail due to restricted thermal expansion (due to less
expansion at higher locations). Reversely, at higher locations tensile stresses
can be found. The definition for the local equivalent strain, Eq. (2.9), entails a
higher (elasticity-based) damage evolution in case of tensile loading. For the
maximum applied internal length scale (case E) the averaging effect of nonlocality is such that even at the bottom of the sample, damage growth nearly
stops after 10 s just as for the higher locations.

Fig. 2.5. Centerline non-local equivalent strain (upper row) and damage (lower
row) as a function of time for the cases D and E (left to right). Solid line:
sample bottom, dash-dot: quarter height, dashed: half height

2.6

Thermal shock experiments

The numerical model was used to simulate dedicated thermal shock
experiments where refractory samples of ambient temperature were quenched
in molten aluminium of 1000 °C. Damage in the samples was determined from
sound measurements. Calculated damage is compared with experimental
damage.
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2.6.1

Set-up and experimental procedures

The left part of Fig. 2.6 shows a schematic view of the set-up and samples
used. Solid aluminium was molten and heated to 1000 °C in an open induction
furnace, powerful enough to maintain the temperature at a constant level. On
top of the furnace a guiding system was mounted which enabled accurate and
fast positioning of a sample in contact with the liquid aluminium bath. The
sample is connected to the guiding system by a ceramic rod of low thermal
conductivity. The sample temperature was measured with thermocouples
located on its centerline at 10, 25 and 40 mm from the sample bottom.
Samples without thermocouples were used for damage determination. Apart
from the quenched side all other sides were thermally insulated. Terracoat ®
was applied at the quenched side to prevent aluminium penetration into the
sample. The heating period was 20 minutes after which the sample was
exposed to ambient air.

50 mm
50 mm

Fig. 2.6. Schematic view of the set-up used in the thermal shock experiments
(left) and sample with measurement grid, not to scale (right)
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The sound velocity in the sample was determined before and after the
experiment. The right part of Fig. 2.6 shows the measurement grid used.
Transducers were positioned opposite to each other at 4 different locations
e.g. at Y1-1, Y2-1, X2-1 and X1-1 for 6 positions on the longitudinal sample
axis. For each position along the longitudinal axis results were averaged over
these 4 locations. From the measured transit time of longitudinal sound waves
and the mutual transducer distance the average sound velocity was
calculated. Subsequently the dynamic Young’s modulus E was calculated
using Eq. (2.30) where V and ν specify the sound velocity and Poisson’s ratio,
respectively. Damage causes an increase in transit time and thus a decrease
in sound velocity and dynamic Young’s modulus. The relative change of the
latter is used to calculate the damage from Eq. (2.31), assuming that the
sample density and Poisson’s ratio are not affected by the damage.

 (1 + ν) (1 − 2ν  2
E = ρ
V
(1
−
ν)


D=

2.6.2

E0 − E
E0

(2.30)

(2.31)

Results of the experiments and modelling

Fig. 2.7 shows the experimentally determined damage obtained for 3 samples
(denoted by A1, A2 and A3) and modeling results, to be discussed in the
following. The damage measured is most severe near the quenched sample
sides where temperature gradients are the highest.
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Fig. 2.7. Comparison between experimental and calculated damage
The thermal shock experiments were modeled with appropriate
symmetry conditions for only a quarter of the sample (with dimensions: width x
depth x height of 25 x 25 x 150 mm3). The vertical displacement of the top
centerline node is constrained consistent with the sample mounting. At the
quenched sample side a temperature of 1000 °C is prescribed. The other
sample sides are modeled as insulated. The heating period of 20 minutes was
modeled using time steps of 3 seconds. The cooling period was not
considered due to the relatively low heat transfer coefficient, which has been
determined from the measured temperatures by inverse heat transfer
modeling. A mesh density of 6 x 6 x 36 (width x depth x height) brick elements
was used. The parameters identifying the material behaviour are presented in
table 2.2. Some parameters are based on standard measurements in the
temperature zone of interest, which are given as functions of the temperature
θ expressed in [°C]. The Young’s modulus and the damage threshold value
for elasticity-based damage were determined from 3-point bending tests. The
coefficient of thermal expansion was determined from dilatation
measurements. The thermal conductivity and capacity were determined with
standard measurements. The ratio of compressive and tensile strength
(parameter η in Eq. (2.9)) was determined from uni-axial compressive tests
and 3-point bending tests for different temperature levels. The value of
Poisson’s ratio used, 0.22, was estimated from typical values for refractory
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materials. Given the average material grain size of about 3 mm a value of the
internal length scale parameter lc equal to 3 mm was used. To ensure that the
calculated damage at the sample bottom agreed with the trend in the
corresponding experimental damage, a value of the thermal shock constant
cths of 5*10-12 m2K-1 was used. The damage parameters ( α , β , κ th,i , φ , κ th,c )
are estimated by fitting the numerical and experimental results.
Type
Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameters
Thermal
material
parameters
Equivalent
strain
parameter
Non-local
material
parameters
Elasticitybased
damage
parameters

Thermal
damage
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus

Value

E(θ ) = −0.0971θ + 86.188 θ + ...
4

Unit

Source

Pa

Measured

[-]

Estimate

3

Poisson’s ratio

...+ 4929.1θ 2 − 1⋅ 10−6 θ + 1⋅ 1010
ν = 0.22

Thermal
expansion

αth = 5.8 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 2220

Conductivity

λ(θ ) = 1.979 + 0.0008 θ + 6 ⋅ 10 −7 θ 2

Wm K

Capacity

C p (θ ) = 782 + 0.3θ + 0.0003θ 2

J kg-1 K-1

Comp./tens.
strength

η(θ) = 3 ⋅ 10 −6 θ 2 − 0.0001 θ + 2.9973

Length scale
Thermal shock
constant
Damage
threshold
value
Damage
evolution
parameters
Damage
threshold
value
Damage
evolution
parameters

lc = 3

K-1
kg m-3
-1

κ el,i (θ ) = 0.0008 − 8 ⋅ 10 −8 θ + 1 ⋅ 10 −10 θ 2

Measured

[-]
mm

cths = 5 ⋅ 10 −12

-1

2

-1

m K
[-]

α = −1.25
β = 1250

[-]

κ th,i = 50

°C

φ = 0.3184
κ th,c = 19000

[-]

Estimate
Fitting
result
Measured

[-]

Fitting
result

°C

Table 2.2. Parameters used in the modeling of the thermal shock experiments
Fig. 2.8 shows the evolution of the centerline temperature rate and nonlocal equivalent strain. Fig. 2.9 shows the evolution of the centerline
temperature and total damage. Fig. 2.8 illustrates that, compared to the
maximum values of the temperature rate, the maximum values of the
corresponding non-local equivalent strain are shifted to a somewhat higher
location in the sample. The evolution of the temperature rate and non-local
equivalent strain indicate that the elasticity-based damage is concentrated in
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the lowest two centimeters of the sample. This is confirmed by the comparison
of the evolution of the (maximum) temperature (the driving variable for thermal
damage) and the damage (Fig. 2.9). At higher positions in the sample only
thermal damage is present. Its evolution stops when the sample temperature
reaches 50 °C after 20 minutes, at 0.12 m.
Fig. 2.7 demonstrates that experiments and calculations compare well;
also experimental results point towards the presence of elasticity-based
damage in the lowest two centimeters of the sample. The parameters α and β
used are normally temperature-independent. For refractory materials,
however, these parameters are likely to be temperature-dependent as they
affect the post-elastic temperature-dependent stress-strain behaviour, see e.g.
Fig. 2.1 and Eq. (2.3). This implies that the parameter values identified here
should be regarded as a first attempt to establish the phenomenological
relevance of the model. Their uniqueness cannot be proven. The temperaturedependent nature of α and β can be determined from e.g. uni-axial
compression and bending tests performed at the temperatures of interest [33],
[34], [37], [38]. The parameters governing the thermal damage evolution can
be obtained from furnace experiments where samples are heated quasistationary to ensure a spatially uniform temperature. The difference between
the measured initial and residual properties determines the thermal damage,
which can be used to e.g. calculate the parameters in Eq. (2.7). The intrinsic
length scale parameter lc and thermal shock constant cths are a.o. dependent
on the dimensions of the micro-structure. If the parameters of the damage
evolution laws are known, lc and cths can be determined from dedicated
experiments reflecting this size-dependent nature of damage [44].
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Fig. 2.8. Temperature rate (left) and non-local equivalent strain (right) along
the centerline

Fig. 2.9. Temperature (left) and damage (right) along the centerline
2.7

Conclusions

The principal causes of premature failure of refractory materials in installations
for iron- and steelmaking are fatal thermal stresses induced by high transient
temperature gradients, a phenomenon also known as thermal shock. In
coarse-grained refractory material this initially leads to diffuse micro-cracking
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and can be followed by localization to macro-cracks pending on the load
severity.
To capture the post-elastic transient thermo-mechanical behaviour of
refractory materials a modeling framework has been developed based on
continuum damage mechanics. To describe thermal shock damage a single
scalar variable is used affecting the temperature-dependent Young’s modulus
with contributions from two distinct damage mechanisms. The first damage
mechanism (elasticity-based damage) is induced by elastic strains stemming
from temperature gradients causing internally and externally constrained
thermal expansion. The second damage mechanism (thermal damage) is
driven by uniform temperature change. This causes isotropic thermal
expansion which can induce damage (e.g. micro-cracks) in case thermal
expansion mismatches exist between the various constituents (e.g. grains,
matrix). This structural phenomenon might be amplified by e.g. phase
transitions in certain material components resulting in a permanent
degradation of Young’s modulus.
Compared to previous work the modeling framework presented in this paper
comprises the following new aspects,
• The elasticity-based and thermal damage are combined in an additive
way, driven by the assumption that both damage mechanism act
independently on different scales.
• The driving variable for elasticity-based damage, the non-local
equivalent strain, obtained via a gradient enhanced implicit formulation,
is extended with a term accounting for micro-structural strain gradients
induced by transient temperature gradients.
• Within the definition used for the local equivalent strain (modified Von
Mises) a temperature-dependent ratio of compressive and tensile
strength is incorporated. Other parameters in the framework proposed
for elasticity-based damage also reflect the distinct temperaturedependent mechanical behaviour of refractory material.
• For thermal damage a new evolution law is proposed enabling
progressive as well as degressive evolution with the attained maximum
temperature.
• The equations for transient thermal transport, equilibrium and extended
(transient) non-locality and are solved simultaneously in a finite element
environment using a backward-Euler time integration scheme and full
Newton-Raphson linearization. Temperature-dependent elastic and
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thermal moduli are used where appropriate. The transient evolution of
non-local damage combined with temperature-dependent parameters
has not been described before elsewhere.
The influence of non-locality and its (micro-structural strain gradient) extension
has been investigated in a parameter study within a plane strain context. Due
to the averaging effect of a non-local formulation, damage decreased and
became less localized for an increasing internal length scale (reflecting the
coarseness of refractory material). This did not influence the time at which the
maximum equivalent strain, the source term for the actual elasticity-based
damage, reached maximum values. Increase in the micro-structural strain
gradient contribution was apparent through extra damage at the thermally
shocked edge, despite the compressive stress state at that location.
The phenomenological relevance of the numerical framework was
established through a model of a dedicated thermal shock experiment where
ambient refractory samples have been brought in contact with molten
aluminium. The temperature-dependent thermal and elastic material properties
used were obtained from standard measurements. The values of the
parameters governing the evolution of elasticity-based and thermal damage
were identified from the obtained experimental results showing an adequate
agreement. Elasticity-based damage was present in the immediate vicinity of
the quenched sample side while in the remainder of the material thermal
damage could be observed. Differences between model and experiments
might be reduced by using temperature-dependent damage evolution
parameters reflecting the temperature-dependent (post-elastic) constitutive
behaviour. The determination of such parameters with dedicated tests will be
part of future work.
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2.9

Linear system of equations

The linear system of equations to be solved within the numerical modeling
framework presented in this paper (Eq. 2.26) reads:

K i − 1 δa = f
~

~ ext

−f

(2.32)

~ int,i − 1

with the following components

K i −1 =

 K θθ
i −1
 uθ
 K i −1
 K eθ
 i −1

θu
K i −1
uu
K i −1
eu
K i −1

θe
K i −1 
ue 
K i −1  ,
ee
K i − 1 

 θ

 θ 


f
f 



~ int,i − 1
 δ θ~ 
~ ext


 u 
u
δa =  δ u  , f =  f  , f
=f

 ~  ~ ext
~
~ ext
~
~
int,
i
−
1
int,
i
−
1


 e 
 δε 
e
f

f 
 ~ eq 
 ~ int,i − 1 
 ~ ext 
(2.33)

The sub-matrices of the global system matrix K i − 1 are presented below in
row-wise order.
Row 1
θθ

K i −1 = L 1,i −1 + L 2,i −1 + L 3,i −1 + L 4,i −1
where the abbreviations L 1,i − 1 , L 2,i −1 , L 3,i − 1 and L 4,i − 1 denote
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L 1,i −1 =

∫

T
Nθ

Ω

θ −θ 
 ∂C p  

ρ
N θ ~ i − 1 ~ n  N θ dΩ
∆t 
 ∂θ i − 1 


T

L 2,i −1 = ∫ N θ ρ C p i −1 N θ dΩ
Ω

1
∆t

T  ∂λ 
L 3,i −1 = ∫ B θ   B θ θ N θ dΩ
~ i −1
 ∂θ  i −1
Ω
T
L 4,i −1 = ∫ B θ λi −1 B θ dΩ
Ω
θu

θe

K i − 1 = K i −1 = 0

(2.35)

Row 2
uθ

K i −1 = S 1,i −1 + S 2,i −1 + S 3,i −1

(2.36)

where the abbreviations S 1,i − 1 , S 2,i −1 and S 3,i − 1 denote
T  R(d el , κ el , εeq ) + R(d el , κ el,i , θ) + R(d el , α, θ) + ...
S 1,i − 1 = − ∫ B u 
C i − 1 ε~ el,i − 1 dΩ
...
+
R(d
,
β,
θ)
+
R(d
,
κ
,
θ)
Ω


el
th
th

 ∂C   ∂E 
T
S 2,i −1 = ∫ B u (1 − d el,i −1 − d th,i −1 ) 
N θ dΩ
   ε
~ el,i −1
∂
E
∂
θ


 i −1
i −1 
Ω
S 3,i − 1 = − ∫ B u (1 − d ths,i − 1 − d th,i − 1 )C i − 1 N θ dΩ
T

Ω

In the expression for S 1,i − 1 , in the above, the abbreviation R(F, G, H) has been
used for clarity such that e.g.

 ∂F   ∂G 
 
R(F,G, H) = 
 NH
 ∂G  i −1  ∂H i −1
K i − 1 = ∫ B u (1 − d th,i − 1 − d el,i − 1 ) C i − 1 B u dΩ
uu

T

Ω
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ue
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− B u  el
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3.

Experimental analysis of the evolution of thermal shock
damage using transit time measurement of ultrasonic
waves

Thermal shock is a principal cause of catastrophic wear of the refractory lining
of high temperature installations in metal making processes. To investigate
thermal shock experimentally with realistic and reproducible heat transfer
conditions, chamotte and corund refractory samples of ambient temperature
were subjected to surface contact with molten aluminium followed by passive
cooling in ambient air. The evolution of damage was characterized by
measuring the transit time of ultrasonic longitudinal waves at various sample
locations after each test cycle. The mechanical validity of transit time
measurement was confirmed in independent experiments. The single test
cycle performed with chamotte material indicated the reproducibility and
reliability of the experimental set-up and damage characterization method.
Multiple test cycles performed with corund material yielded a reliable set of
data, to be used for model validation purposes. Both non-uniform damage due
to temperature gradients as well as uniform damage due to exposure to a
uniform temperature were determined experimentally. The interaction between
both damage mechanisms requires further investigation as well as the
possible shielding of heat transport by damage.

3.1

Introduction

The refractory lining of iron and steelmaking installations is prone to
wear as the result of excessive thermal stresses. This wear process occurs for
example when molten steel is introduced into a cold ladle. Another example of
this so-called thermal shock event is the sudden opening of an operating
furnace where the hot refractory material becomes exposed to ambient air.
Experimental investigations into thermal shock behaviour of refractory
materials are reported extensively in the literature. Severe down-quenching
was achieved using water [1-13], oil [14-17] and molten salt [18]. Milder downquenching was realized using passive or active cooling by ambient air mostly
preceded by mild up-quenching in a hot furnace atmosphere [19-24]. Also
fluidized beds with ambient air were used for this purpose [25]. Severe upquenching was achieved using burners [26-29], molten metal [30-32], lasers
Reproduced from: F. Damhof, W.A.M. Brekelmans, M.G.D. Geers., Experimental analysis of the
evolution of thermal shock damage using transit time measurement of ultrasonic waves,
J. Eur. Cer. Soc., 2009, Vol. 20, pp. 1159-1167
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[33-35] and film heaters [36]. For this purpose also electrical induction
[37], resistance [38] and discharge [39] have been used on refractories
containing carbon. Milder up-quenching was achieved using a hot furnace
atmosphere [40-43], infrared heaters [44] and hot compressed gas [45]. Due to
the poor reproducibility of the heat transfer conditions most of the
aforementioned test methods do not qualify for the use in a model parameter
estimation process. A down-quenched sample in water is e.g. surrounded by
boiling water affecting the heat transfer. Lasers do provide a constant heat flux
but only over a very small sample surface, not suitable for refractory material
with coarse grains. Furthermore, the use of molten salts can lead to chemical
corrosion. The up-quench achieved with a hot furnace atmosphere is of low
severity and not representative for thermal shock in the refractories of interest
here under realistic process conditions. Although up-quenching with burners
does represent the heating of a process furnace, the heat flux generated is not
constant over the sample surface.
Experimental characterization of thermal shock damage has been
performed e.g. by (microscopic) examination of the crack pattern [18, 28, 31,
33, 34, 35, 45], recording the number of test cycles or the quenching
temperature difference to reach material failure [1, 2, 32], by determination of
the residual mechanical properties [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 25, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42]
and of the weight loss after layer-wise spalling [43]. Other characterization
techniques rely on the measurement of acoustic emission during thermal
shock [11, 22, 24, 26, 44, 46, 47] and the determination of the change in
sound velocity [40, 48, 49], attenuation [48] and resonance frequency [6, 16,
20, 29] due to thermal shock. The described methods characterize the material
state of an entire test sample and thus only allow for a qualitative ranking of
materials. Apart from laborious and expensive techniques as X-ray and
ultrasonic tomography [50-52], the location-dependent characterization of
damage evolution in coarse granular materials has not been reported yet.
Thermal shock initially induces micro-cracks, localizing to macro-cracks,
depending on the load severity and repetition. To predict this thermomechanical behaviour a phenomenological constitutive model has been
developed [53] based on Hooke’s law for damaged isotropic material [54]:

σ = (1 − D ) 4C : ε el

(3.1)

with σ the stress tensor, D a scalar variable representing the damage
ranging from zero to unity (loss of structural integrity), 4 C the fourth order
elasticity tensor of the undamaged material and ε el the elastic strain tensor,
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which is here induced by a constrained thermal expansion. The damage D
includes both non-uniform and uniform damage. Thermal shock leads to
temperature gradients, non-uniform thermal expansion and non-uniform
damage. A uniform temperature increase induces uniform thermal expansion
in mechanically unconstrained configurations. This may lead to uniform
damage due to micro-scale thermal expansion mismatches within the
microstructure of the material [55-57].
Damage development is described by evolution laws, involving materialdependent parameters. These have to be determined from standard tests and
dedicated experiments reflecting the thermal shock damage process under
consideration with representative and reproducible boundary conditions. Model
parameter estimation requires furthermore the quantification of the evolution of
damage at various locations in a test sample.
In this paper an experimental set-up is proposed allowing the triggering
of a thermal shock with reproducible heat transfer conditions such that realistic
process conditions are adequately represented. The damage evolution in a
test sample, using consecutive test cycles, is characterized by measuring the
transit time of ultrasonic longitudinal waves at various locations. The
discussion starts with the specification of the test materials used and selected
experimental details on the method of damage characterization. Thereafter
quasi-stationary heating and cooling experiments are described to introduce
the phenomenon of uniform thermal damage experimentally. In order to
establish the mechanical validity of the damage characterization method a
comparison is made between the residual mechanical and the corresponding
acoustic damage properties after water quench experiments. The thermal
shock experiments discussed subsequently entail the surface contact of
ambient refractory samples with molten aluminium followed by cooling in
ambient air. To simulate the one-dimensional temperature profile of thickwalled refractory linings of high temperature installations, thermal insulation is
applied at the non-quenched sample sides. Reproducible damage evolution
was measured in two different types of refractory material and a representative
set of data was obtained, useful for future model validation purposes.

3.2

Materials

Chamotte and corund refractory materials have been used in the experiments
presented in this paper. Chamotte material is typically applied in the shaft of a
blast furnace suitable for the production of raw iron and in iron and steel
ladles. corund material is typically used in the hearth of a blast furnace, in
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re-heating furnaces of a hot strip mill plant and in reactor vessels used in the
petro-chemical industry. The test materials have been selected for their known
sensitivity to thermal shock. Samples were cut to size from commercially
available refractory bricks. The chamotte bricks, based on a combination of
calcined clays (chamotte) and raw clays, received their final properties after
pressing and drying during a sintering stage of 15 hours in a tunnel kiln heated
to a temperature of 1400-1450 ºC. The corund bricks, based on corundum and
mullite, received their final properties after pressing and drying during a
sintering stage of 3 to 5 hours in a tunnel kiln heated to a temperature of 15001600 ºC. The chemical composition of both materials is presented in Table 3.1.
The main properties at room temperature are presented in Table 3.2, as well
as characteristics reflecting the material structure.
Rel. weight of

chamotte

corund

Al2O3

58.7

90.9

SiO2

40.0

8.8

Na2O

-

0.2

Fe2O

1.1

-

components [%]

Table 3.1. Chemical composition of the test materials
Property

Symbol

Unit [-]

chamotte

corund

2220

3038

kg m

Porosity

ρ
φ

%

18.2

17.0

Young’s modulus

E

GPa

10.0

13.0

Poisson’s ratio

ν
σb
σc

[-]

0.22

0.22

MPa

9.0

8.7

MPa

27.8

68.9

K-1

6*10-6

8*10-6

W m-1 K-1

2.0

3.7

-1

788

773

Density

Bending strength
Compressive

-3

strength
Thermal expansion
Thermal conductivity

α
λ

-1

Cp

J kg K

Maximum grain size

-

mm

3

4

Average grain size

-

mm

2

3

Thermal capacity

Table 3.2. Properties of the test materials
With the presented material properties the Hasselman parameter R for
resistance against thermal shock fracture initiation [58] defined by:
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R=

σ b (1 −ν )
αE

(3.2)

can be determined. The parameter R represents the maximum allowable
temperature increase in a material during infinitely fast heating-up. For the
chamotte and corund sample materials this parameter values 117 °C and 65
°C respectively. The predicted allowable temperature increase is largely
exceeded in the thermal shock tests discussed in this paper. This implies that
considerable damage can be expected.

3.3

Damage characterization

The characterization of damage in the test samples is performed by measuring
the transit time of ultrasonic longitudinal waves using a Pundit system from
C.N.S. Farnell. The exciting and receiving transducers are located on the tests
samples opposite to each other. Hence, the wave propagation direction is
perpendicular to the transducer surfaces. The average longitudinal wave
velocity V is determined as the ratio of the distance between the transducers
and the transit time. Subsequently the dynamic Young’s modulus E dyn is
calculated according to:

 (1 + ν ) (1 − 2ν )  2
Edyn = ρ 
V
(1 − ν )



(3.3)

Damage, as a result of micro-cracks induced by e.g. thermal shock, increases
the wave transit time and consequently causes a reduction of E dyn . The
relative decrease of this dynamic modulus with respect to the initial
(undamaged) state is defined in this paper as the damage D , unless
mentioned otherwise. The density and Poisson’s ratio are assumed to be only
negligibly affected by damage.
In the experiments reported in this paper, transducers of 54 kHz (40 mm
diameter) have been used for the larger samples and transducers of 200 kHz
(20 mm diameter) have been used for the smaller samples and for locationdependent measurements. Similar results were obtained with both transducer
types. For a typical refractory wave velocity of 3200 m/s wave lengths
(calculated from the ratio of velocity and frequency) of 0.059 m and 0.016 m
are thus generated, respectively. In the context of the maximum grain size of
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the refractory materials investigated, see Table 3.2, the spatial resolution is
fully acceptable.
The acoustic contact between the transducers and the test samples is
established by applying 1 mm thick self-adhering silicon rubber pads to the
transducers. The registered transit time has to be corrected with that of the
rubber pads which was determined in dedicated experiments. In the ‘sandwich
experiments’ described hereafter contact gel was used to establish the
acoustic contact between the samples and transducers but also between
individual samples.
To investigate how non-uniform damage may affect the wave transit
time the latter was measured over two ‘sandwiches’, composed of pairs of
refractory samples: 1 and 2 in series as well as 3 and 4. Samples 1, 3 and 4
(height/transducer distance 30 mm) were of corund material. Sample 2
(height/transducer distance 50 mm) was of chamotte material. Contact gel was
used for acoustic coupling with the 200 kHz transducers and between the
individual sandwich components. It is assumed here that the contact gel
neither penetrated the sample surfaces nor affected the transit time. The
transit time was measured of both the sandwiches and their individual
components. Subsequently all the relevant material surfaces were polished
(using 120 diamond followed by 1200 diamond disks) and the measurement
was repeated.
Table 3.3 presents the results of the sandwich experiments. It can be
observed that the transit times of the polished sandwiches are equal to the
summed transit times of their individual components. The difference of 0.4 µs
appearing when dealing with the unpolished samples is ascribed to the
roughness of the relevant sample surfaces. These results indicate furthermore
that in case of non-uniform damage, the measured transit time equals the
summed transit time of the various damaged material zones present between
the transducers.
Polishing of the samples lowers the transit time with 1-3 % and 2 % for
the measurements with 30 mm and 50 mm transducer distance, respectively.
Given these low percentages and the common scattering in material properties
of coarse grained refractory materials, the effect of surface roughness will be
neglected in the rest of this paper.
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Sample no.
1
2
1+2 individual
1+2 sandwich
3
4
3+4 individual
3+4 sandwich

Unpolished
Transit time
Height
(mm)
(µ
µs)
9.5
30.34
15.7
50.03
25.2
80.37
25.6
80.37
6.3
30.31
6.7
30.36
13.0
60.67
13.4
60.67

Polished
Transit time
Height
(mm)
(µ
µs)
9.4
30.01
15.4
49.71
24.8
79.72
24.8
79.72
6.1
29.85
6.5
29.92
12.6
59.77
12.6
59.77

Table 3.3. Results of the sandwich experiments

3.4

Uniform damage experiments

The effect of a uniform temperature field on refractory material was
investigated by subjecting corund samples to quasi-stationary heating and
subsequent cooling. The resulting acoustic damage was compared with the
residual crushing strength.

3.4.1

Experimental set-up and procedures

Cube-shaped corund samples with sides of 50 mm are placed in a furnace and
are heated quasi-stationary up to a range of temperatures. Except for the
ultimate corner areas this symmetric sample geometry promotes the induction
of a uniform temperature field After a dwelling period the samples are cooled
down quasi-stationary to ambient temperature. Maximum furnace
temperatures of 450 °C, 600 °C, 750 °C and 900 °C have been applied, which
are within the temperature range of the thermal shock experiments described
in sections 3.5 and 3.6. For each temperature level, 3 samples have been
used. To determine the damage both the 54 kHz and 200 kHz transducers
were used for transit time measurements with similar result. As their diameter
better suited the sample size and the expected uniform damage field only the
results obtained with the 54 kHz transducers are dealt with in the following.
These transducers were positioned at the opposite face centers of the sample.
This resulted in 3 mutually orthogonal measurements per sample. After the
thermal treatment the samples were subjected to room temperature crushing
tests. The nominal crushing strength was determined as the maximum load
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divided by the virgin sample area. Table 3.4 presents the detailed test
programme.
1 Measure transit time, determine Edyn
2 Heating at 2°C/min
3 Dwelling at maximum temperature for 120 min
4 Cooling at 2°C/min
5 Measure transit time, determine Edyn and damage
6 Perform ambient crushing test, determine crushing strength

Table 3.4. Experimental programme for uniform damage tests

3.4.2

Results

Fig. 3.1 (left) presents the average acoustic damage of the batch as a function
of the maximum temperature as well as the residual crushing strength of the
individual samples as function of their dynamic Young’s modulus determined
after the thermal treatment. The trend lines are obtained from linear
regression. The damage induced by the uniform temperature field appears to
be linearly depending on the maximum temperature. As the attained testing
temperatures do not exceed the maximum sintering temperature used in the
processing of the refractory materials the occurring damage originates solely
from thermal expansion mismatches within the microstructure of the material.
Moreover, the material constituents are such that thermo-chemical changes at
temperatures below the sintering temperature are not expected.
Only a moderate correlation appears to exist between the residual
crushing strength and E dyn , determined after the thermal treatment, as shown
in Fig. 3.1 (right). The observed large statistical variations in the crushing
strength, characteristic for coarse grained materials hampers definite
conclusions. The closure of the micro-cracks present, prior to reaching the
material failure state may also contribute to this moderate correlation. The
material degradation determined with ultrasonic measurements is only weakly
confirmed here by a deteriorating crushing strength. Nonetheless in recently
published work [49] a relation between the degrading strength of refractory
material in compression due to thermal shock and the corresponding
degradation in ultrasonic longitudinal sound velocity has been observed.
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Fig.3.1. Uniform damage (left) and residual crushing strength (right)

3.5

Thermal shock experiments with hot air followed by water
quenching

The proposed damage characterization method is validated mechanically by
comparing the residual bending strength with the acoustic damage in samples
subjected to water quench experiments.

3.5.1

Experimental set-up and procedures

To induce an up-quench thermal shock under mild conditions, beam shaped
corund samples of ambient temperature and of dimensions 30 x 30 x 150 mm3
are inserted rapidly into a furnace, which was pre-heated to a temperature of
1200 °C. After a dwelling period to allow redistribution to a uniform
temperature, the samples are quenched in silent water of ambient
temperature. A large volume of water was used to maintain a constant bath
temperature during the down-quench.
The damage was determined from transit time measurements using the
200 kHz transducers at the locations depicted in Fig. 3.2. Acoustic
measurements were performed at three sample locations in the two
perpendicular transverse directions as well as centrally in the longitudinal
direction. This results in 7 measurements per sample.
The experiment started with a series of 18 samples. After each test
cycle 3 samples were removed from the series and subjected to a three-point
bending test. Also a separate set of 3 virgin samples was subjected to a threepoint bending test without receiving the thermal treatment. The bending
strength was determined from the maximum load and the geometrical bending
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properties of the sample cross-section. The detailed test programme is
presented in Table 3.5.

30

[mm]
30

Fig. 3.2. Measurement grid (200 kHz transducers) used in the non-uniform
damage test
Start with batch of 18 samples

Edyn

1

Measure transit time and determine

2

Introduce samples into heated furnace of 1200 °C

3

Dwelling time of 60 min. in the furnace

4

Quench samples in ambient silent water

5

Dry samples for 60 min. at 110 °C

6

Measure transit time, determine

7
8

Edyn

and damage

Remove 3 samples from batch and subject these to
three-point bending test
Determine bending strength of these 3 samples
Repeat steps 2 to 8 with the remaining samples

Table 3.5. Experimental programme for water quench tests

3.5.2

Results

Fig. 3.3 shows the average transversal and longitudinal damage determined
from transit time measurement (left) and the residual bending strength (right)
as function of the number of test cycles. The introduced mechanical damage
variable Db represents the relative decrease of the residual bending strength
compared to the bending strength of the undamaged batch (10.28 MPa). With
the effective stress concept [54] it can be shown that the damage defined by
Db is mechanically equivalent with the damage conventionally based on the
degradation of the elastic stiffness properties. The determination of the
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residual mechanical Young’s moduli however would require the inverse
modelling of the three-point bending tests. It can be observed that the largest
increase in acoustic as well as in mechanical damage is obtained in the first 3
thermal shock cycles. The damage saturates in the consecutive test cycles
which might be due do the increasing density of the network of micro-cracks
with the number of thermal shock cycles. This implies that the available
energy, per test cycle, for the propagation of each micro-crack, decreases in
the consecutive thermal shocks.
Qualitatively the average transverse and longitudinal damage exhibit a
similar dependency on the number of thermal shock cycles. The higher
damage in the longitudinal direction is attributed to the beam shaped sample
geometry. The shrinkage of the sample in the water quench experiments
induces a preferential direction of the micro-cracks, perpendicular to the
longitudinal sample axis. Fig. 3.3 shows that indeed the longitudinal damage
compares better with the damage variable Db than the transversal damage.
1,0
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0,8
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0,8

8

0,6

0,6

Strength
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0,4
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0
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7

0,0
0

Cycles [-]
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4
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6

7

Cycles [-]

Fig. 3.3. Acoustic (left) and mechanical damage (right) after cycling
Fig. 3.4 presents the (residual) bending strength of the individual
samples as function of the acoustic transversal damage ( Dtrans ) and
longitudinal damage ( Dlong ). It can be observed that both damage indicators
have a predictive value with regard to the degradation of the bending strength
as a result of the applied thermal treatment. From a theoretical point of view, it
is expected that the strength vanishes when the damage approaches unity.
This is particularly the case for the longitudinal damage which again confirms
its predictive value. The qualitative equivalence between Db and Dlong ,
presented in Fig. 3.3, as well as the observed correlation between the bending
strength and the acoustic damage, presented in Fig. 3.4, underline the
quantitative correlation between the defined damage indicators and the static
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12
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10

10

Bending strength [MPa]

Bending strength [MPa]

damage. The latter is defined as the relative decrease of Young’s modulus,
determined from mechanical tests, compared to the initial, undamaged state.
This static damage is typically used in constitutive models describing damage
evolution [53, 54]. For the future experimental validation of such models it
appears that a direct comparison can be made between the numerically
calculated damage and the damage obtained from transit time measurements.
In general, thermal shock induces damage caused by tensile failure at
the micro-scale. Assuming that material failure in bending proceeds
accordingly, the results depicted in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 indicate that transit time
measurement of ultrasonic longitudinal waves provides an adequate and
reproducible way to characterize the evolution of thermal shock damage.
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Fig. 3.4. Bending strength versus transversal (left) and longitudinal damage
(right)

3.6

Thermal shock experiments with molten aluminium

To simulate thermal shock with realistic and reproducible boundary conditions,
representative for metal making processes, refractory samples of ambient
temperature were brought into contact with molten aluminium followed by
cooling in ambient air. Experiments with chamotte and corund material were
performed to investigate the viability of the experimental set-up. The corund
material was subject to multiple thermal shock cycles to induce damage
evolution and to produce a reliable set of data for future model validation.
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3.6.1

Experimental set-up and procedures

Solid aluminium is molten and heated to 1000 °C in an open induction furnace,
powerful enough to maintain a constant bath temperature. A guiding system,
mounted on top of the furnace, enables an accurate and fast positioning of the
test samples on top of the aluminium bath, minimizing the heating-up by
radiation. Prior to this the aluminium bath was stirred to remove any oxidation
layer present and to safeguard the thermal contact between bath and sample.
The set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 3.5. After surface contact with the
aluminium bath for a period of time, the samples were removed from the setup and cooled in ambient air, inducing a down-quench thermal shock.
According to the calculated Hasselman parameter R of the sample materials
the imposed difference of initial sample and bath temperature is high enough
to induce thermal shock damage.

Fig. 3.5. Thermal shock test set-up
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A number of three chamotte and six corund samples of dimensions 50 x
50 x 150 mm3 were used. The temperature was measured in two corund
samples (1 and 2). From the other corund samples (3 to 6) and from the
chamotte samples the damage was determined.
Apart from the quenched surface (50 x 50 mm2) all sample sides were
cladded with 30 mm thick thermal insulation. This triggers a one-dimensional
temperature profile similar to that encountered in thick-walled refractory linings
of high temperature installations. Terracoat ® was applied at the quenched
sample side to prevent invasion of the molten aluminium.
During the experiment the temperature was measured and recorded as
a function of time of samples 1 and 2 of the corund material. To this end
thermocouples were mounted on the longitudinal axis of the samples, at
distances of 10, 25 and 40 mm from the quenched sample side. To minimize
the effect on the temperature profile, the holes for the thermocouple wires
were drilled orthogonally as illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.6. This figure
also shows the ceramic tube, inserted over a length of 40 mm in the sample
for the connection with the guiding system.
With each of the chamotte samples a single thermal shock cycle was
performed. The corund samples were subject to three consecutive thermal
shock cycles (indicated as C1, C2 and C3) in order to investigate the evolution
of thermal shock damage. After a period of 20 min. surface contact with the
molten aluminium a hold time of 48 hours was maintained to allow the
complete cooling down of the samples. Consecutively, the insulation material
was removed from the chamotte samples and from the corund samples 3 to 6.
Transit time measurements were then performed at various locations on these
samples. This was also done prior to the first thermal treatment. The 200 kHz
transducers were positioned at the locations coinciding with the line
intersections in the measurements grids schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
Compared to the chamotte material the grid used for the corund material was
of higher density as these results are to be used for quantitative model
validation in the furnace. The transit time measurements were performed
between the opposite pairs of sample faces in the two orthogonal directions. In
the processing of the results it is assumed from theoretical considerations that
the experimental damage will be symmetric with respect the longitudinal
sample axis. The damage after each thermal shock cycle was calculated as
the relative decrease of the corresponding residual E dyn compared to the
value in the undamaged state. The detailed test programme with the corund
samples is presented in Table 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6. Corund sample with thermocouple locations and wire feeds
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Fig. 3.7. Measurement grid for chamotte (left) and corund sample (right)
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1
2
3
4

Measure transit time, determine

Edyn

of samples 3 to 6

Surface contact of samples with molten aluminium of 1000 °C for 20 min.
Register temperature of samples 1 and 2
Cool down samples in ambient air for 48 hrs.
Continue temperature registration of samples 1 and 2 for 30 min.
Measure transit time, determine

Edyn

and damage of samples 3 to 6

Repeat steps 2 to 4 twice

Table 3.6. Experimental programme for one-sided thermal shock tests with
corund samples

3.6.2

Results with chamotte material

Fig. 3.8 (left) presents the damage determined in an individual chamotte
sample. The orthogonal pairs of sample surfaces on which the acoustic
measurements are performed are denoted by AA and BB. It can be observed
that the single thermal shock cycle has induced significant damage in the
sample. Despite the scattering in damage at a given Y-coordinate the trend of
an increasing damage with a decreasing distance to the molten aluminium is
noticeable. The observed scattering in the results is ascribed to the common
variation in material properties of refractory bricks due to processing and their
heterogeneous granular structure.
The damage averaged over all X-coordinates, at a given Y-coordinate of
all chamotte samples used, is presented in Fig. 3.8 (right). The use of 3 test
samples and 4 transit time measurements per sample at a given Y-coordinate
results in an average of 12 transit time measurements per data point. It can be
concluded that with the presented experimental set-up the damage can be
effectively created while the characterization method renders a reproducible
quantification.
Fig. 3.8 (right) shows that most damage is concentrated in the vicinity of
the quenched sample side where the temperature gradients are the highest. At
10 mm distance from the molten aluminium a damage level of 0.39 is
achieved. This may be exceeded by even higher damage levels at smaller
distances from the quenched sample side. From a macroscopic mechanical
point-of-view this is unlikely. The thermal expansion at the heated, quenched
sample side induces a compressive stress state equilibrated somewhat higher
in the sample by a state of tensile stress. The latter induces tensile strains
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exceeding the material limits and causing the initiation of damage at some
distance from the quenched sample surface. Nonetheless at distances to the
molten aluminium smaller than 10 mm, thermal expansion mismatches at the
microscopic level may induce micro-cracks and damage. Here appropriate
transit time measurements could not be performed given the 20 mm diameter
of the transducers used.
Lower thermal gradients will be present higher in the sample where
uniform, thermal damage might be more prominent. Contributions to the
observed damage may also originate from phase changes in certain
constituents (e.g. SiO2) of the sample material. This can be accompanied by
local volume changes and thermal expansion affecting the transit time of
passing ultrasonic waves and Edyn determined thereof.
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Fig. 3.8. Damage in an individual chamotte sample (left) and averaged over all
coordinates and all samples (right) (AA and BB denote orthogonal
measurement directions)

3.6.3

Results with corund material

Fig. 3.9 presents the temperatures T1, T2 and T3 (see Fig. 3.6) of corund
samples 1 and 2 measured in test cycle 1. A good reproducibility of the
temperatures can be observed indicating a reproducible heat transfer to and
from the samples in respectively the heating and cooling cycle. Nonetheless
sample 2 seems to cool down somewhat slower. This could be due to residues
of aluminium, attached to the quenched sample side and affecting the
irradiative heat transport to the ambient surroundings.
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Evidently, the thermocouple temperature T1 near the quenched sample
side exhibits the steepest increase over time. At that location the highest
temperature gradients and thermal shock appear. The temperature at which
the maximum temperature rates occur lies below 300 °C, a temperature area
in which the properties of the corund sample material do not change. The
temperatures T2 and T3 at positions 25 and 40 mm still rise after the onset of
the cooling period. At these locations the heat flow is still directed from the
molten aluminium into the sample. At even higher locations the temperature
might continue to rise during the first half hour of the cooling period. Uniform
thermal damage may be more dominant there as the temperature rates will
remain relatively low.
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Fig. 3.9. Temperatures in corund samples 1 and 2 during the first test cycle
Figs. 3.10 to 3.13 present the average damage distribution in the corund
samples 3 to 6 in the three consecutive test cycles C1 to C3. The damage
depicted is the average value of the pairs obtained at the X-coordinates (see
Fig. 3.7 (right)) 20 and 30 mm, 15 and 35 mm as well as 10 and 40 mm. As
the transit time measurements were performed on the two pairs of orthogonal
sample faces on a batch consisting of four samples the presented data points
are obtained from averaging over 16 sets of data. It is again assumed here
that the sample geometry induces a symmetric damage pattern with respect to
the longitudinal sample axis. Analogically the data points at the 25 mm Xcoordinate (sample axis) are obtained from averaging over 8 sets of datas. It
can be observed that the set of data depicted represents the damage evolution
in the sample material in a reasonably reproducible way. The exposure of the
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samples to multiple consecutive thermal shock cycles has lead to a
reproducible damage at various locations along the sample height. This
confirms the homogeneity of the sample material with regard to the determined
acoustic stiffness properties in damaged and in undamaged state. It appears
furthermore that the damage pattern determined at the X-coordinates 10 and
40 mm was not influenced by edge effects and surface roughness resulting
from possible damage caused by cutting the samples to size.
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Fig. 3.10. Damage in the corund samples at the 25 mm X-coordinate (sample
axis)
As predicted by the low allowable value of the governing Hasselman
parameter R , the corund sample material will be affected by damage due to
the sudden heat input induced by the repeated surface contact with the molten
aluminium. Thermal conduction and forced convection due to flowing of the
molten aluminium in the induction furnace both contribute to the heat transfer
in the up-quench stage. Compared to the cooling stage, characterized by
radiation and free convection, this results in a high heat transfer coefficient and
corresponding thermal gradients. The difference in temperature rates at the
beginning of the heating and cooling period can be observed in Fig. 3.9. At
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e.g. the 25 mm X-coordinate maximum damage levels of 0.32, 0.48 and 0.53
were obtained in the consecutive thermal shock cycles C1 to C3, respectively.
In all test cycles the damage decreases rapidly with increasing distance to the
aluminium contact area. The fact that a uni-axial thermal load is applied, is
reflected in the damage which does not vary significantly between the Xcoordinates for a given Y-coordinate.
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Fig. 3.11. Damage in the corund samples at the 20/30 mm X-coordinate
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The evolution of damage is the highest in the first thermal shock cycle.
Analogous to the previously discussed water-quench tests, the damage is
saturating in the consecutive test cycles. In view of the constant temperature
of the aluminium bath the heat input in the consecutive test cycles is invariant
although the damage increases considerably. This cannot be attributed to a
uniform damage development as the maximum temperature is already
achieved in the first test cycle. Apparently with every test cycle the sample
material becomes increasingly susceptible to further damage propagation.
With regard to the considerable damage increase at particularly the Xcoordinates 60 and 80 mm this effect may be amplified by shielding of the heat
transport by the micro-cracks present. The degraded thermal conductivity then
induces higher thermal gradients in the material and more non-uniform
damage. When the insulated test sample is considered as a semi-infinite wall
an approximation of the penetration depth of a sudden heat pulse can be
derived from the governing analytical solution for the temperature distribution
[59] and reads:

d= π

λ
ρ Cp

t

(3.4)

with t the time period of surface contact with the molten aluminium. The
penetration depth is then estimated to be 7.7 cm, using the properties listed in
Table 3.2. This indicates that at sample locations as high as the 80 mm Ycoordinate the achieved thermal gradients may be high enough to cause nonuniform damage. The occurring thermal gradients can be quantified more
accurately with appropriate thermal models. This item is, however, not within
the scope of this paper. It is finally stated that property changes at
temperatures below the specified ultimate sintering temperature can only be of
thermo-mechanical nature, according to the information supplied by the
producer of the refractory bricks used.
Fig. 3.14 shows the damage at the 25 mm X-coordinate, after the first
test cycle, compared at the thermocouple positions with the maximum
occurring temperature rate as determined from Fig. 3.9. The damage at the 25
mm thermocouple position was obtained from averaging the damage
determined at the 20 mm and 30 mm Y-coordinate. A prediction of the uniform
damage at the thermocouple positions, has also been added. To this end, the
trend line derived from the uniform damage experiments as presented in Fig.
3.1 (left), has been used. It can be observed that the temperature rates decline
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rapidly with increasing distance from the quenched sample surface. Yet, a
temperature rate of 0.47 °C/s (28 °C/min) at the 40 mm thermocouple position
is sufficient to induce thermal shock damage in the corund refractory material
used. This implies that thermal shock also contributes to the damage present
at even higher locations in the sample. Temperature rates as low as 0.17 °C/s
(10 °C/min) suffice to cause non-uniform damage in the corund material used.
Fig. 3.14 reveals that the relative contribution of the uniform damage to
the total damage increases with an increasing distance from the aluminium.
Moreover, the predicted uniform damage exceeds the experimentally
determined total damage at the 40 mm thermocouple position in a rather
unphysical way. This is an indication that the development of uniform damage
may be hampered by the development of non-uniform thermal shock damage.
Both damage mechanisms may interact if in a certain material point the
temperature as well as the temperature rate are increasing simultaneously.
Similar to the observed damage saturation in consecutive thermal shock
cycles the growth of uniform damage may also be shielded by the presence of
non-uniform damage developed previously or vice versa.
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Fig. 3.14. Temperature rates and damage in corund samples at the
thermocouple positions

3.7

Discussion

In high temperature installations the refractory bricks are surrounded by
adjacent bricks and mortar joints imposing certain mechanical constraints. This
influences the thermal shock behaviour to a degree where layer-wise spalling
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is prominent [60, 61]. Although the heat transfer conditions in the one-sided
quench tests are representative for thermal shock occurring in metal making
processes, it is difficult to impose the aforementioned mechanical boundary
conditions in a reliable and reproducible manner. The influence of such
constraints on the exhibited thermal shock behavior can, however, be
investigated with a numerical model which has to incorporate the constitutive
damage behaviour representative for coarse grained refractory material.
The transit time measurements performed during the one-sided thermal
shock experiments allowed the location-dependent characterization of damage
evolution. Nonetheless the damage at a distinct location between the
transducers cannot be quantified. This requires the use of a numerical damage
model which can however be validated with the obtained set of data and
subsequently be used to predict the damage at all distinct sample locations.
The transit time measured, in case of non-uniform damage, is the cumulated
transit time of the ultrasonic waves passing the various damaged material
zones present between the transducers (Section 3.3). This facilitates the
comparison with model predictions. The calculated damage in a material
volume of finite dimensions can be recalculated into a representative transit
time. Summation of such calculated transit times over the transducer distance
yields a numerical simulation which can be compared with its experimental
counterpart.
When a refractory material is subject to thermal shock the interaction
between non-uniform and uniform damage may be of importance. This
interdependency of both damage mechanisms can be investigated
experimentally. Test samples, previously subjected to uniform damage
experiments, can be subjected consecutively to thermal shock experiments or
vice versa. However, if a temperature wave is travelling non-uniformly (i.e. via
unstationary heat transport) through the material both non-uniform and uniform
damage can develop simultaneously and may interact. In a material, sensitive
to both damage mechanisms, this occurs when both the thermal gradients
(non-uniform damage) and the temperatures (uniform damage) are increasing
and have not yet reached their maximum values. This distinguishable effect on
the mechanical behaviour is not reflected well by consecutive experiments
involving both damage mechanisms and can only be investigated by indirect
identification procedures, that rely on a parallel numerical description of the
interaction phenomena. The following, frequently used relation accounts for
the simultaneous interaction between non-uniform, elastic and uniform,
thermal damage [55-57]:
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D = 1 − (1 − d el )(1 − d th ) = d el + d th − d el d th

(3.5)

where d el and d th represent elastic and thermal damage respectively. When
both damage mechanisms contribute to the evolution of the total damage Eq.
(3.5) clearly shows that they affect one another.
The experimental results of the one-sided quench experiments indicate
that the thermal conductivity of the corund material may be influenced by
damage. Similar to the degradation of elastic material properties, the
degradation of the thermal conductivity by damage could also be quantified as
a function of the damage variable D . When damage is considered as a form
of porosity, Loeb’s equation [62] is useful. Here the thermal conductivity
decreases linearly with the evolution of damage until a residual value is
attained. The parameters in the damage-conductivity relation can be obtained
from (room temperature) thermal conductivity measurements on samples
previously subjected to uniform damage experiments.
The residual mechanical properties determined after the uniform
damage and water quench experiments only showed a moderate
reproducibility compared to that of the corresponding acoustic properties. The
coarse grain structure of the refractory material causes a variation in the
location of crack initiation and propagation and a corresponding variation in the
resulting mechanical properties. These may be obtained alternatively using
relations as proposed by Posarac et al. [49] and Aly et al. [63] who relate the
degradation of strength to a corresponding decrease in ultrasonic velocity i.e.
acoustic damage. (The strength of the undamaged material has to be
determined in that case).

3.8

Conclusions

In order to investigate the evolution of thermal shock damage in refractory
materials, a new experimental approach has been proposed. In contradiction
to previously described methods, the imposed reproducible heat transfer
conditions are representative for thermal shock in high temperature
installations in metal making processes. The exposure of chamotte and corund
refractory material to molten aluminium followed by passive air cooling induced
high temperature gradients and corresponding damage levels. After
consecutive test cycles the evolution of damage in the corund samples could
be quantified in a reproducible way by measuring the transit time of ultrasonic
longitudinal waves at various sample locations. With independent experiments
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the mechanical validity of transit time measurement was established. Apart
from the application of laborious tomographic methods the location-dependent
quantification of damage evolution in heterogeneous, granular materials has
not been described before in the literature.
In a refractory material subject to an unstationary temperature increase
(thermal shock) both non-uniform and uniform damage can develop
simultaneously and may interact. Non-uniform damage is induced by internally
and externally constrained thermal expansion. Uniform damage is induced by
thermal expansion mismatches in the micro-structural constituents of the
material. Internally constrained thermal expansion can be reproducibly induced
with the proposed experimental set-up for one-sided up-quench. The
investigation of externally constrained thermal expansion and its effect on the
exhibited thermal shock damage as well as the interaction between uniform
and non-uniform damage can only be suffiently investigated using a numerical
model which can however be validated with the produced set of data.
Although saturating, the growth of damage in the consecutive test cycles
performed with the corund material is considerable. This indicates an
increased susceptibility of the corund material to the growth of non-uniform
damage with an increasing number of test cycles, possibly facilitated by the
shielding of heat transfer by damage. Locally this may lead to a degraded
thermal conductivity, higher thermal gradients and a corresponding higher
level of non-uniform damage.
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4.

Non-local modelling of cyclic thermal shock damage
including parameter estimation

In this paper, rate dependent evolution laws are identified and characterized to
model the mechanical (elasticity-based) and thermal damage occurring in
coarse grain refractory material subject to cyclic thermal shock. The
mechanisms for elasticity driven damage induced by temperature gradients
and thermal damage induced by isotropic thermal expansion are combined
and represented by a single variable for the total damage. The constitutive
model includes the shielding of micro-structural thermal damage by the nonlocal elasticity-based damage induced at the macroscopic and microscopic
scale. Quasi-stationary thermal experiments are used to identify the
parameters used in the evolution law for thermal damage. The remaining
model parameters, including a micro-structural length scale, are quantified by
inverse modelling of cyclic thermal shock experiments. Longitudinal wave
propagation measurements through damaged material are simulated, enabling
the identification on the basis of the first and second thermal shock cycle. A
third thermal shock cycle was performed to evaluate the quality of the obtained
parameter set. The set-up of the thermal shock experiments has been
optimized through a parameter identifiability analysis. The damage evolution in
three consecutive thermal shock cycles is investigated numerically with the
optimized model.

4.1

Introduction

Refractory materials in high temperature installations for iron and steelmaking
are subject to wear due to thermal shock loading, e.g. induced by the pouring
of molten steel into a cold ladle, or the sudden opening of an operating furnace
(exposing the hot refractory material to ambient air). High thermal gradients
result which may induce excessive stresses and the overall failure of the
refractory lining.
To model the mechanical impact of thermal shock, a non-local thermomechanical damage framework was proposed in previous work [1]. Both
elasticity driven damage due to temperature gradients (at the macro and micro
scale) and microscopic thermal damage due to locally non-uniform thermal
expansion contributed to the total damage. The interaction between both
Based on: F. Damhof, W.A.M. Brekelmans, M.G.D. Geers., Non-local modelling of cyclic
thermal shock damage including parameter estimation, to be submitted
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damage mechanisms has been observed from the results of dedicated
experiments involving both homogeneous thermal damage and heterogeneous
cyclic thermal shock damage [2].
Identification of the parameters of non-local damage models for coarse
grain continua can in general only be pursued by inverse modelling of
particular experiments in which the investigated material behavior is triggered.
The minimization of a predefined error between the experimental and
numerical results renders the unknown model parameters. The information
extracted from the experimental data should enable a well-posed quantification
of the model parameters, assuming that the model error is sufficiently small.
Various authors reported on the qualitative validation of quasi-brittle
thermo-mechanical damage frameworks by modelling of high temperature
mechanical tests [3-5] or by reproducing representative experiments [6-8].
However, the large number of model parameters in a temperature-dependent
damage framework hampers a reliable quantification by inverse modelling.
This may explain the lack of published work on this subject.
Parameter identification in the context of isothermal (non-local) damage
models by inverse modelling has been reported extensively. The length scale
of a non-local continuum can be determined directly from dedicated
mechanical tests [9]. The well-posed quantification of multiple unknown model
parameters requires the use of local data, e.g. local displacement or strain
fields [10-12]. The use of data from multiple mechanical tests involving sizeeffects [13], [14] is also generally accepted, possibly combined with local data
[11]. The reproduction of load-displacement curves from a single test [15] does
not suffice neither does the modelling of a one-dimensional mechanical test for
the calibration of a two-dimensional model [16].
A large number of mechanical tests with multiple congruent sample
geometries needs to be performed to trigger the size effect [13], [14]. A
generally unacceptable number of tests is thus required to optimize a
temperature-dependent damage model. It is furthermore not possible to
adequately simulate the transient propagation of thermal shock damage by a
series of quasi-stationary iso-thermal mechanical tests. To remedy these
concerns, (time dependent) local measurements as discussed in e.g. [12] may
be performed. However, at higher temperatures reliable experiments are far
from trivial. The well-posed identification of parameters of a transient non-local
thermo-mechanical damage model is therefore a challenging task.
This paper proposes a solution by modelling the damage growth in a
refractory material subject to cyclic thermal shock, making use of rate
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dependent evolution laws for the interacting elasticity-based and thermal
damage to properly capture the evolution in a cyclic loading process. Rate
dependent evolution of thermal damage including the shielding by elasticitybased damage has not been described before in the literature. Based on
experimental observations it is assumed that the extension of micro-cracks
induced by thermal damage is obstructed by the elasticity-based damage
present at both the macro and micro scale. The damage evolution laws are
implemented in a non-local thermo-elastic material description [1]. The
evolution law for thermal damage was brought into its iso-static form to enable
the parameter identification from quasi-stationary thermal experiments. The
remaining model parameters including the non-local length scale are
estimated by the inverse modelling of cyclic thermal shock experiments. The
aforementioned experiments include the characterization of the damage by
transit time measurements as discussed in detail in [2]. The numericalexperimental investigation involves three consecutive thermal shock cycles.
The objective function used in the Gauss-Newton identification process is
constructed on the differences between the transit times measured in the first
and second thermal shock cycle and those obtained from the model (reflecting
the propagation of longitudinal waves through the damaged material). The
proposed optimization of a transient non-local thermo-mechanical damage
model based on these transient damage experiments is an original
contribution to this field of research. The resulting parameters are validated by
the modelling of a third thermal shock cycle. Using a parameter identifiability
analysis it is investigated whether the thermal shock experiments can be
improved by modifying the acoustic measurement grid. Finally the optimized
numerical model is used to investigate the characteristics of the damage
evolution in the three consecutive thermal shock cycles.

4.2

Damage experiments

The experiments described in this section have been outlined in detail in
previous work [2]. They are only briefly discussed here to clarify the origin of
the data to be used in the parameter identification problem.
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4.2.1

Thermal damage

Cube-shaped samples of corund refractory material with edges of 50 mm are
placed in a furnace and are heated quasi-stationary (2 °C/min.) up to a range
of maximum temperatures. Before cooling the samples quasi-stationary (2
°C/min.) down to ambient temperature a dwell time of 120 min. was
maintained at the maximum temperature. The applied maximum furnace
temperatures were 450 °C, 600 °C, 750 °C and 900 °C, which are all in the
range of the temperatures used in the thermal shock experiments in Section
4.2.2.
The damage induced by the thermal load was determined by measuring
the transit time of ultrasonic longitudinal waves with 40 mm diameter
transducers using a wave frequency of 54 kHz. Measurements were
performed between the 3 opposite pairs of face centres of the sample. The
average wave velocity V is calculated from the ratio of the transducer distance
and the measured transit time. Subsequently the dynamic Young’s modulus
Edyn is calculated as follows [2]:

 (1 + ν )(1 − 2ν ) 2
Edyn = ρ 
V
(1 - ν ) 


(4.1)

where ρ and ν denote respectively the density and Poisson’s ratio. The
damage is defined as the decrease of the dynamic Young’s modulus relative
to the undamaged state. Assuming that the density and Poisson’s ratio are
negligibly affected by the induced micro-cracks [17], the thermal damage d th is
calculated according to:

d th = 1 −

t02
t2

(4.2)

where t and t0 denote the transit times in the damaged and undamaged state,
respectively. The experimental damage results will be presented in Section
4.4.1.
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4.2.2

Thermal shock damage

corund refractory samples, initially at ambient temperature, were put into
surface contact with molten aluminium, maintained at a temperature of 1000
°C in an open induction furnace. After a heating period of 20 min. the samples
were passively cooled in ambient air. The samples were subjected to three
consecutive thermal shock cycles (indicated as C1, C2 and C3).
Except for the quenched side all sample sides were thermally insulated,
triggering a nearly one-dimensional temperature field as encountered in thickwalled refractory linings of steelmaking installations. The insulation was
removed from the samples to enable the measurement of damage after every
thermal shock cycle by transit time measurements with transducers of 20 mm
diameter using a wave frequency of 200 kHz. The transducer measurement
grid is presented in Fig. 4.1. Every line intersection represents the location of a
pair of transducers positioned on opposite pairs of the sample faces in two
orthogonal directions. Based on the boundary conditions and sample
geometry, it is assumed that a symmetric damage pattern develops with
respect to the vertical sample axis. The average results of the transit time
measurements indicating the damage are presented in Section 4.4.3.

Y
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40
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20
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25

40

[mm]
X

shocked sample side

Fig. 4.1. Side view of the transducer measurement grid on one of the sample
faces (36 measurement points)
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4.3

Material model and solution procedure

A constitutive model is presented to describe the damage growth in coarse
grain refractory material subject to consecutive thermal shock cycles. The
parameter identification procedure is discussed as well along with the finite
element solution used in the inverse analysis. From the computational results
the transit time of longitudinal waves propagating through the damaged
material is extracted.

4.3.1

Constitutive model

In a refractory material subject to thermo-mechanical loading both the elastic
strain tensor ε el and the thermal strain tensor ε th contribute to the total strain
tensor ε according to:

ε = ε th + ε el

(4.3)

Thermal strain originates from (isotropic) thermal expansion induced by a
temperature increase with respect to a reference state. Elastic strain originates
from stresses due to local or global constraints on thermal expansion. The
elastic behavior affected by isotropic damage can be described by:

σ = (1 − D ) 4C : (ε − ε th )

(4.4)

where the damage variable D accounts for both the elasticity-based and the
thermal damage. The fourth-order tensor 4C is the elasticity tensor of the
undamaged material.
During up-quench thermal shock, the elasticity-based damage d el and
the thermal damage d th may interact as confirmed experimentally [2]. The total
damage D is assumed to be described as a multiplicative combination of both
damage mechanisms according to [20]:

D = 1 − (1 − d el )(1 − d th )

(4.5)
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To model the elasticity-based damage growth a rate dependent
evolution law is proposed which is a simplified version of the one proposed in
[21] to model fatigue:

d& el = A ε&eq exp(− β d el )
d& = 0

if εeq > κ 0 and d el < 1
else

el

(4.6)

where A and β are material parameters and κ 0 denotes the damage growth
threshold value of the non-local equivalent strain εeq . Saturation of elasticitybased damage is triggered by positive values of the material parameter β .
The non-local equivalent strain εeq is determined implicitly using the
following partial differential equation [1], [22]:

εeq − lc2 ∇ 2 εeq = ε eq +

cths &
T
α dif

(4.7)

with T the temperature. The role of the micro-structure is represented by the
internal length scale parameter lc . The thermal diffusivity is represented by
α dif (defined as λ ρ C p , with λ the thermal conductivity, ρ the density and

C p the thermal capacity) and cths denotes a material parameter. The second
part in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.8) represents the effect of fine scale
deformations due to local mismatches at the micro level. The local equivalent
strain ε eq is an equivalent strain measure that triggers the damage at the
continuum level, determined by [22]:
2

η−1
1  η −1  2
6η
εeq =
J1 +
J

 J1 +
2η(1 − 2ν )
2η  1 − 2ν 
(1 + ν )2 2

(4.8)

In here, η is the ratio of the compressive and tensile strength of undamaged
material, J 1 and J 2 are invariants of the elastic strain tensor ε el :

J 1 = tr (ε el )

1
J 2 = tr (ε el ⋅ ε el ) − tr 2 (ε el )
3
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Compared to the average damage occurring in the thermal shock
experiments described in Section 4.2.2, the damage attained in dedicated
uniform damage experiments (Section 4.2.1) is high [2]. The material
degradation in thermal shock experiments is due to both elasticity-based and
thermal damage, where the latter is of microscopic origin (induced by smallscale thermal expansion mismatches [1]). In the quasi-stationary uniform
damage experiments the material degradation is solely due to thermal
damage. Elasticity-based damage is absent due to the low temperature
gradients. In a material subject to thermal shock, the micro-crack growth
induced by thermal damage may stagnate, whereby progressing micro-cracks
collapse into the elasticity-based damage present at both the microscopic and
continuum level. Taking into account this shielding mechanism induced by the
elasticity-based damage, the following evolution law is proposed for the
thermal damage:

(

d& th= B T& exp(− γ d th ) 1 − d elφ
d& = 0

)

if T > T0 and d th < 1
else

th

(4.10)

where B and γ are material parameters and T0 denotes the damage growth
threshold value for the temperature T . Saturation of thermal damage is
triggered by positive values of the material parameter γ . The parameter φ > 0
controls the level of shielding by the elasticity-based damage.
The presented constitutive framework is implemented in a Galerkin
based thermo-mechanical finite element code discussed in detail in [1]. To this
end, the evolution laws for elasticity-based and thermal damage are
discretized in time using a backward-Euler scheme.

4.3.2

Parameter identification procedure

The unknown model parameters are stored in the column θ , to be identified by
~

the minimization of an objective function J (θ ) . Point of departure is the
~

assumption that the model of the material behaviour triggered in the damage
experiments is sufficiently accurate to neglect the influence of the model error.
The experimental observations and corresponding model response are stored
in the respective columns m and h(θ ) defined as:
~

~ ~
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 h1 (θ ) 
 ~ 
h(θ ) =  ... 
~ ~
h (θ )
 n ~ 

 m1 
m =  ... 
 
~
mn 

(4.11)

where the index n denotes the number of measured and calculated responses
involved in the identification process. The objective function J (θ ) is defined
~

as:

J (θ ) = (m − h(θ ))T (m− h(θ ))
~

~

~ ~

~

(4.12)

~ ~

This definition implies that each of the experimental observations is considered
equally relevant. A Gauss-Newton algorithm is used to minimize the objective
function. This results in the following iterative scheme for updates δ θ of the
~

parameter set θ [10], [23], [24]:
~

δθ = K

(i -1) −1

~

H

( i −1)

=

∂h

H

(i -1)

(m − h
~

~

( i −1)

)

(4.13)

( i −1)

~

(4.14)

∂θ

~

K

( i −1)

=H

( i −1) T

H

( i −1)

(4.15)

θ ( i ) = θ ( i−1) + ψ δ θ
~

where h
~

( i − 1)

~

(4.16)

~

is the abbreviated notation for the model response h(θ

~ ~

( i − 1)

) . The

parameter updates are scaled by a numerical damping factor ψ ( 0 < ψ < 1 ),
commonly used to stabilize the convergence [23]. Small values of the damping
factor are to be used if it is expected that small variations in the model
parameters may result in a large variation of the model response. The matrix
H represents the sensitivity of the model response to parameter variations. It
is obtained by perturbation of each parameter with respect to the updated
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parameter set from the previous iteration. The elements of the sensitivity
matrix are calculated using a conventional finite difference approach [24]. A
regular identifiability matrix K is required to calculate the parameter updates
δ θ . The iteration process is stopped when the convergence criterion is
~

satisfied, expressed according to the relation:

J (i ) (θ ) − J (i −1) (θ )
~

J

~

( i −1)

(θ )

< 10-4

(4.17)

~

The parameter identifiability is represented by the condition number of
the matrix K [23]. Values less than 100 imply a robust parameter
identification. Higher values may indicate a linear dependency between
columns of the sensitivity matrix H due to correlated parameters. To enhance
the parameter identifiability the condition number of the identifiability matrix
can be improved for every Gauss-Newton iteration. To this end the iterative
system (4.13) to (4.16) is written into a dimensionless format using a diagonal
matrix R . Its elements R jj with the index j ranging from 1 to p , the number
of unknown parameters, are defined as the ratio of the reference values θ jR
( ≠ 0 ) of the parameters θ j and the reference value h R ( ≠ 0 ) of the model
response h . A single reference values suffices for the model response as only
one type of measurement is involved in the inverse analysis. The resulting
*
*
dimensionless sensitivity matrix H and identifiability matrix K are defined
as:
*

H = HR
*

K =H

*T

(4.18)

H

*

(4.19)
*

In full the dimensionless sensitivity matrix H reads:
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 ∂h1 θ 1R

R
 ∂θ 1 h

*
H =  ...

 ∂h θ R
 n 1
 ∂θ 1 h R

...
R
∂hk θ j
∂θ j h R

...

R
∂h1 θ p 

∂θ p h R 

... 

R
∂hn θ p 
∂θ p h R 

(4.20)

By using Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19), the iterative system (4.13) to (4.16) can be
*
rewritten into a dimensionless format. The condition number of the matrix K
is generally improved through the scaling with the reference values θ jR and h R
[25] for every iteration.
The apparent correlation between the material parameters is quantified
by correlation coefficients which are the off-diagonal elements Cij of a
symmetric correlation matrix C defined as [23]:

Cij =

Pij

(4.21)

Pii Pjj
*

where the matrix P is the inverse of the identifiability matrix K . The values of
the correlation coefficients range from -1 to 1 which indicates respectively a
fully negative and positive correlation between a pair of parameters.
Correlation between a pair of parameters is absent if the governing correlation
coefficient equals zero. A pair of two parameters cannot be uniquely identified
(and are correlated) if the absolute value of the governing correlation
coefficient exceeds 0.9 [14] [25].

4.3.3

Geometry, boundary conditions and discretization

The thermal shock experiments are modelled by taking a quarter of the sample
geometry with dimensions width x height x depth of 25 x 150 x 25 mm3
assuming a symmetric damage pattern with respect to the vertical mid-planes
of the sample. For the FE discretization brick elements with 20 nodes are
used, discussed in detail in [1]. In the height direction, over a distance of 40
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mm from the quenched sample side a mesh density of 2 x 8 x 2 (width x height
x depth) elements is used. The other part of the sample is modelled with a
mesh density of 2 x 11 x 2 (width x height x depth) elements. Appropriate
boundary conditions were applied at the planes of symmetry together with a
constrained vertical displacement of the top centre line node to model the
sample mounting (and to prevent rigid body motion). At the quenched sample
side, the molten aluminium temperature of 1000 °C is prescribed. The
remaining sample sides were modelled as thermally insulated. The heating
period of 20 minutes is modelled using time steps of 3 s. Due the relatively
slow heat transfer ([2], [18]), the damage induced during the cooling period is
negligible and is therefore not taken into account.

4.3.4

Calculation of transit time

The dynamic Young’s modulus E dyn of damaged sample material is calculated
according to:

Edyn = (1 − D )Edyn,0

(4.22)

where E dyn,0 is the dynamic Young’s modulus in the undamaged state. The
damage variable D is defined here as the decrease of the dynamic Young’s
modulus relative to the initial undamaged state. Substitution of Eq. (4.22) into
Eq. (4.1) and subsequent re-arranging renders a relation for the longitudinal
wave velocity V in damaged material:

V=

(1 − D) Edyn,0 (1 − ν )

ρ (1 + ν )(1 − 2ν )

(4.23)

In [2], it is shown that the damage variable D implicitly defined by Eq. (4.22) is
consistent with its static equivalent. Hence, the (static) damage and the wave
velocity can be directly determined from the computational results.
The longitudinal wave velocity is calculated at equidistant locations
(calculation points) on an imaginary line connecting the transducer positions
with a numerical resolution given by the finite element mesh. The wave
velocity in a calculation point is determined by interpolation of the nodal wave
velocities of a finite element calculated with Eq. (4.23). Eventually the transit
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time is obtained by summation of the transit times between all calculation
points on the considered line, each calculated as the ratio of the distance
between two neighbouring calculation points and the corresponding wave
velocity.

4.4

Mixed numerical-experimental analysis

4.4.1

Model parameters, identification and validation

Table 4.1 contains the already available model parameters determined from
conventional tests. The static and dynamic Young’s modulus were respectively
determined from three-point bending tests and from transit time measurements
performed on undamaged sample material. The estimated value for Poisson’s
ratio is typical for coarse grain refractory materials. The coefficient of thermal
expansion was determined from dilatation tests. The thermal conductivity and
capacity were determined from standard measurements in the temperature
regime of interest and are specified as functions of the temperature T in °C.
The compressive and tensile strength, defining the ratio η , were determined
respectively from uniaxial compressive tests and three-point bending tests.

Type

Quantity

Value

Unit

Elastic
material
parameters

Static
Young’s
modulus
Dynamic
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s ratio

E stat = 13.0

GPa

Edyn = 26.0

GPa

Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

[-]

Thermal expansion

αth = 8 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 3038

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 4.29 − 0.0028 T + 2 ⋅ 10 −6 T 2

Capacity

Equivalent
strain
parameter

ν = 0.22

Compressive/tensile
strength

C p (T ) = 732 + 1.89 T - 0.003T 2 + 2 ⋅ 10 −6 T 3 − 7 ⋅ 10 −10 T 4

η = 5.69

°C-1
kg m

-3

-1

-1

-1

-1

W m °C
J kg °C
[-]

Table 4.1. Available standard material parameters from conventional tests
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Table 4.2 contains the damage material parameters that have been
determined through other tests. The elasticity-based damage threshold κ 0 is
based on the modelling of the thermal shock experiments reported in [26].
Note that this elasticity-based damage threshold is largely exceeded in the
tests reported here, which does not make it possible to determine the κ 0 value
from the present experiments.
Type
Elasticity-based
damage parameter

Quantity
Damage
threshold value

Value

Thermal damage parameters

Damage
evolution
parameters

γ = 0.4

[-]

Damage
threshold value

T0 = 21

°C

κ 0 = 1 ⋅ 10

Unit
−6

B = 2.33 ⋅ 10 −4

[-]

-1

°C

Table 4.2. Estimated damage model parameters not involved in the
identification process
Both the elastic and thermal damage initiate at the microscopic level
within the granular structure of the sample material. It is therefore assumed
that the thermal strain at the initiation of thermal damage equals the elasticitybased damage threshold κ 0 . Consequently, the thermal damage threshold T0
results from the uniform thermal expansion relation:

κ 0 = αth (T0 − Ti )

(4.24)

where Ti denotes the reference temperature in the unstrained state.
Finally the parameters B and γ can be determined directly on the basis
of the thermal damage experiments. To this end Eq. (4.10) is integrated which
in the absence of elasticity-based damage yields:

1
d th = ln[γ B(Tmax − T0 ) + 1]

γ

(4.25)

where Tmax denotes the maximum temperature attained in the history. Fig. 4.2
shows the thermal damage as a function of the maximum applied temperature.
The trend line is obtained by fitting of the experimental results with the
evolution law for thermal damage. It can be observed that considerable
damage is induced by the thermal loading. The damage depends nearly
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linearly on the maximum holding temperature. It appears that the quantified
value of T0 is in agreement with the thermal damage threshold.
0,25

damage [-]

0,20

0,15

0,10
thermal damage Eq. (4.25)
thermal damage experiments
0,05

0,00
0

200

400

600

800

1000

temperature [°C]

Fig. 4.2. Damage after quasi-stationary heating and cooling
Table 4.3 contains the remaining material parameters A , cths , lc , β and
φ that are determined in the actual identification process. The initial length
scale value represents the typical grain size of the sample material [9], [27],
[28]. A value of 0.075 is taken as the initial estimate of the shielding constant
φ . This value effectively prevents that the thermal damage exceeds the
elasticity-based damage in the considered experiments. The initial estimates
for the remaining parameters A , β and cths are taken in the expected range
that may represent the measured response.
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Type

Quantity

Elasticity-based
damage
parameters

Damage evolution
parameters

Non-local
material
parameters

Value

Shielding constant

A = 55
β = 2.5
φ = 0.075

Length scale

l c = 8 ⋅ 10 −3

Thermal shock
constant

cths = 6.3 ⋅ 10 −10

Unit
[-]
[-]
[-]

m
m2 °C-1

Table 4.3. Initial estimates for the damage model parameters involved in the
identification process
The material parameters are estimated in four consecutive identification
T
steps numbered 1 to 4. In step 1 the parameter set θ = [ A, Eths , c , β ,φ ] is
~

identified. The gradient parameter c denotes the square of the length scale lc .
The parameter Eths denotes the parameter cths divided by the parameter A . It
was found that this lowers the governing correlation coefficient, the high value
of which is stemming from the contribution cths T& α dif to the (rate of the) nonlocal equivalent strain, the driver of the elasticity-based damage. It appeared
that the parameters A and φ are correlated in step 1. Consecutively, steps 2
to 4 are performed with fixed values of respectively 0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 for the
shielding constant φ . The objective function attains a minimum value in step 3.
The parameter values after for each identification step are presented in
Table 4.4 including the corresponding value of the objective function J ( θ )
~

*

and the condition number of the matrix K averaged over the performed
Gauss-Newton iterations. The values obtained for the parameters lc and β
show only small deviations. The experimental data sufficiently triggers the
spatial averaging of the local equivalent strain, controlled by the parameter lc
as well as the saturation of the elasticity-based damage, controlled by the
parameter β . The parameters A and cths vary considerably with the selected
fixed value of the shielding constant φ . For steps 2 to 4 the lowest value of the
objective function is obtained in step 3. A more precise minimum and hence
more accurate values of the parameters A and cths may be obtained if
additional experimental data is included in the fitting process, see Section
4.4.2. The parameter values obtained in steps 1 and 3 are comparable in
value which indicates an adequate robustness of the identification process.
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Step

A

cths
2

1
2
3
4

55.63
70.42

-1

[m °C ]

[mm]

1*10-9
8.28*10

50.37

φ

J (θ ) *10-10
~

*

cond( K )

[s2]

10.8

3.70

0.069

1.30

795.64

-10

10.9

3.62

0.05

1.34

206.13

-9

10.7

3.72

0.075

1.30

241.44

-9

10.6

3.82

0.1

1.31

292.62

1.23*10

26.68

β

lc

2.46*10

Table 4.4. Optimized parameter values and estimation procedure properties

A

E ths

φ

c

Step

β

c

φ

Eths

1

0.23 [0.07]

0.43 [0.12]

0.92 [0.01]

0.82 [0.08]

2

0.23 [0.05]

0.54 [0.12]

0.72 [0.04]

3

0.21 [0.04]

0.62 [0.12]

0.76 [0.04]

4

0.19 [0.04]

0.70 [0.12]

0.80 [0.05]

1

0.69 [0.04]

0.26 [0.1]

2

0.82 [0.05]

0.10 [0.06]

3

0.78 [0.06]

0.18 [0.08]

4

0.72 [0.07]

0.29 [0.12]

1

0.17 [0.07]

0.20 [0.07]

1

0.36 [0.04]

2

0.43 [0.04]

3

0.41 [0.03]

4

0.38 [0.03]

0.65 [0.09]

Table 4.5. Correlation coefficients in steps 1 to 4, average values and standard
deviations (in brackets)
The correlation coefficients of steps 1 to 4, averaged over the performed
Gauss-Newton iterations, are presented in Table 4.5. The governing
correlation coefficients confirm that the five unknown model parameters cannot
be estimated independently as opposed to the parameters identified in steps 2
to 4. The parameter identifiability decreases with an increasing fixed value of
parameter φ as reflected in the value of the condition number. The correlation
between the parameter c and the other parameters is relatively low. The
information contained in the data of thermal shock experiments seems well
suited to quantify the intrinsic length scale of non-locality. The correlation
between the parameters A and Eths is relatively high, but still acceptable.
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The parameters estimated in steps 1 and 3, normalized by their initial
value, are presented as a function of the iteration counter in respectively the
left and right part of Fig. 4.3. The correlation between the parameters A and φ
in step 1 is obvious. Note that in step 3 all the parameters contribute to the
minimization of the objective function. The magnitude of the parameter
updates early in the fitting process justifies the applied value of the damping
factor ψ , see Eq. (4.16).

Fig. 4.3. Normalized parameter values in step 1 (left) and in step 3 (right)
The transit times calculated with the model parameters obtained in step
3 are compared with the experimental results in Fig. 4.4. At the Y-coordinates
10, 20 and 30 mm a decreasing damage growth can be observed in
consecutive thermal shock cycles. This ‘saturation effect’, which appears to be
absent at the Y-coordinates 40, 60 and 80 mm, is ascribed to a redistribution
of energy over the network of micro-cracks of which the density increases with
every test cycle [2]. This mechanical phenomenon has also been observed in
thermal shock experiments on other coarse grain refractory materials [19]. The
third thermal shock cycle is now modelled as well to validate the obtained
parameter set. At the Y-coordinates 10 mm to 40 mm, the model results
compare adequately with the experimental data. At the Y-coordinates 60 mm
and 80 mm the results are obviously reasonable for the first and second
thermal shock cycle but deviate more for the third cycle. The values of the
transit times at these locations approach the undamaged value (16 µs) and the
accuracy of the entire procedure (including the model) may not be sufficient
enough to capture these differences. Overall it can be stated that a satisfactory
numerical-experimental agreement has been obtained.
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C3

C1

C2
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C3
C3

C2

C2

C1

C1

Fig. 4.4. Comparison of measured and calculated transit times with the model
optimized in step 3; dashed lines represent measured transit times, solid lines
represent calculated transit times
4.4.2

Parameter identifiability analyses

To inversely improve the thermal shock test set-up, the parameter identifiability
is investigated as a function of the number and position of the transducers in
*
the measurement grid. To this end the condition number of the matrix K as
well as the corresponding correlation coefficients are calculated for the initial
parameter sets as used in steps 1 and 3.
In the first identifiability analysis the vertical distance between the
transducer locations is varied. The variable Y-coordinates (see Fig. 4.2) are
contained in a column Y which reads:
~1
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Y = [10 10 + ∆ 10 + 2∆ 10 + 3∆ 10 + 5∆ 10 + 7 ∆ ] T

(4.26)

~1

where ∆ denotes the variable part of the Y-coordinates. A value of ∆ equal to
10 mm represents the transducer locations as applied in the thermal shock
experiments. A range of ∆ values is used increasing from 2 mm to 18 mm, in
steps of 2 mm. It is tacitly assumed that the identification process converges
for values of ∆ other than 10 mm. The identifiability analysis is repeated with
values of the length scale lc of 4 mm, 6 mm and 10 mm to investigate the
influence of the material micro-structure.
1000
lc = 4 mm
lc = 6 mm
lc = 8 mm
lc = 10 mm

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

5

10

15

20

∆ [mm]

Fig. 4.5. Parameter identifiability as function of the vertical transducer distance
The results, presented in Fig. 4.5, show that optimal values of ∆ exist
for higher length scale values. The optimal vertical transducer distance
increases with an increasing length scale value due to a more evenly
distributed non-local equivalent strain and damage over the sample height. It
can furthermore be observed (a posteriori) that the transducer positions used
in the thermal shock experiments were suitable. The optimal vertical
transducer distance aligns with the location of the maximum elasticity-based
damage in the sample, see Section 4.3 and [1]. For coarse grain refractory
materials (represented by length scale values of 8 mm and 10 mm) it is
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possible to optimize the measurement set-up by changing the vertical
transducer positions. However, to adequately quantify the full set of model
parameters ( A , cths , lc , β and φ ) the current experimental data set needs to
be extended. This is investigated in a second identifiability analysis.
The resolution of the measurement grid is next extended in a second
identifiability analysis. The initial grid has transducer positions with the X and
Y-coordinates contained in the respective columns X and Y defined as:
~ 2

X = [10 15 20 25 30 35 40 ]

T

~2

(4.27)

~ 2

and

Y = [10 15 20 25 30 ]

T

(4.28)

~2

Subsequently the grid is extended with a row of 7 transducers positioned at
the 35 mm Y-coordinate. In consecutive identifiability analyses the grid is
extended in the vertical direction in steps of 5 mm up to a row of transducers
positioned at the 120 mm Y-coordinate.
The calculated condition numbers are presented in Fig. 4.6 as a function
of the highest Y-coordinate in the grid denoted by Y2 ,max . It can be observed
that the parameter identifiability increases considerably up to a value of Y2 ,max
of 100 mm due to the increased number of suitable ‘experimental’
observations involved in the identification process. For grids extended to
higher measurement locations the condition number does not decrease
significantly anymore due to the low damage level higher in the sample,
Section 4.4.3. Table 4.6 contains the absolute value of the calculated
correlation coefficients including those of the used experimental grid calculated
for the initial parameter set. It can be observed that the correlation coefficients
have become acceptable (lower than 0.9) for a grid extended to the 120 mm
Y-coordinate. For the grid extended from Y2 ,max of 30 mm to 120 mm the
correlation between the parameters A and φ has decreased because of the
increased relative contribution of the thermal damage to the total damage at
high Y-coordinates. The correlation between the gradient parameter c and the
other parameters remains low because the elasticity-based damage is most
important in the lower part of the sample. It appears that the condition number
is predominantly affected by the decrease of the correlation between the
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parameters A and φ . These results show that in general with a more
extended measurement grid it may well be possible to independently quantify
the full set of model parameters ( A , cths , lc , β and φ ) from the thermal shock
experiments. A sufficient number of acoustic measurements then needs to be
performed and involved in the inverse analysis. The acoustic grid may be
further optimized by using a higher measurement resolution in the lower part of
the test sample where high thermal gradients occur.
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
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100
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0
0
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80

100

120
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Fig. 4.6. Parameter identifiability as function of the grid extension
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A

Eths

c

φ

Y2 ,max

β

φ

c

Eths

exps

0.06

0.91

0.27

0.61

30

0.04

0.95

0.00

0.58

120

0.11

0.88

0.27

0.52

exps

0.78

0.39

0.06

30

0.80

0.42

0.24

120

0.88

0.23

0.24

exps

0.06

0.09

30

0.45

0.10

120

0.48

0.22

exps

0.07

30

0.06

120

0.11

Table 4.6. Correlation coefficients for the actually used experimental grid
(indicated with ‘exps’) and two alternative grids

4.4.3

Damage evolution

The damage evolution in three consecutive thermal shock cycles is assessed
with the model identified in the previous subsections. in step 3. The
temperature during one cycle and the total damage are shown as a function of
time in the left and right part of Fig. 4.7, respectively. The elastic and thermal
damage are shown, respectively, in the left and right part of Fig. 4.8.
Presented are the results along the vertical sample axis, at the vertical position
of the transducers.
It can be observed that at the start of every thermal shock cycle the
elasticity-based damage at the Y-coordinates 10, 20 and 30 mm increases
stepwise to its end value. This is due to the contact with the molten aluminium
which causes nearly instantaneous thermal expansion of the sample. The
resulting strain rates are high enough to induce the observed elasticity-based
damage increment. At higher sample locations, the described thermal
expansion is less prominent and temperature gradients induce a more gradual
evolution of the elasticity-based damage. From the comparison between the
left parts of Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 it appears that the temperature at all sample
locations is still well below 100 °C before the elasticity-based damage has
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reached its maximum value. The use of temperature-independent parameters
to describe the elasticity-based damage evolution suffices for the considered
sample locations.
The evolution of the thermal damage follows the temperature increase
and hence progresses continuously in every thermal shock cycle. Shielding by
elasticity-based damage takes place at the Y-coordinates 10, 20 and 30 mm.
Shielding occurs at constant elasticity-based damage and not during a
simultaneous growth of elastic and thermal damage. The relative contribution
of the thermal damage to the total damage remains nonetheless significant at
all Y-coordinates.
It is shown that saturation effects of the thermal damage in the
consecutive thermal shock cycles are present at all the sample locations. Note
that saturation is defined here as a decrease of the damage growth in
consecutive test cycles. A saturation tendency of the elasticity-based damage
as such can only be observed at the Y-coordinates 10, 20 and 30 mm.
Saturation of the total damage at the higher sample locations is thus stemming
from saturation of the thermal damage. Considering the observed saturation of
both the thermal and elasticity-based damage it appears that this occurs both
at a microscopic and macroscopic scale.

Fig. 4.7. Temperature and total damage at the transducer locations, the curves
from top to bottom represent the 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 and 80 mm Y-coordinate
respectively
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30 mm
40 mm
20 mm
10 mm
60 mm
80 mm

Fig. 4.8. Elastic and thermal damage at the transducer locations, the curves
from top to bottom in the left figure represent the 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 and 80 mm
Y-coordinate respectively
The local and non-local equivalent strains on the vertical sample axis, at
the vertical transducer positions 20 and 80 mm as a function of time are
presented in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. Only the results during the first
thermal shock cycle are shown. The high starting value of the non-local
equivalent strain at the 20 mm transducer position is due the corresponding
high local equivalent strain rate induced by the thermal expansion at the
thermally shocked sample side. The incremental start of the non-local
equivalent strain (and elasticity-based damage) at the 80 mm Y-coordinate
evolution is also due to the elastic wave induced by the described
instantaneous thermal expansion. At both the 20 mm and 80 mm Y-coordinate
the non-locality remains important over the entire time-frame. The
macroscopic and microscopic contributions to the elasticity-based damage,
represented by respectively the equivalent strain ε eq and the term cths T& α dif
in Eq. (4.7), are of the same order.
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εeq

ε eq

Fig. 4.9. Equivalent strains at the 20 mm Y-coordinate

ε eq

ε eq

Fig. 4.10. Equivalent strains at the 80 mm Y-coordinate
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4.5

Discussion

The discrepancy between model and experiments at the higher transducer
locations for the third cycle may be attributed to limitations in accuracy, but
possibly also model shortcomings (e.g. degradation processes not fully
incorporated in the material model). Thermal conduction for example may be
affected by the present micro-cracks induced by thermal shock in a coarse
grain refractory material [2], [26]. Locally, this may lead to higher temperature
gradients and a correspondingly higher damage. Relations between the
thermal conductivity and the damage as proposed by Tzou [29], [30] may be
used to incorporate this effect in the present constitutive framework. When the
damage is considered as a form of porosity [31] conductivity-porosity relations
as introduced in [32-35] can be applied for this purpose. The accuracy of the
parameter identification procedure may be further enhanced by the
determination of the thermal moduli by inverse modelling of the thermal shock
experiments.
The mechanical parameters of the sample material used are
independent of the temperature. Refractory materials applied at thermal shock
sensitive locations sometimes exhibit a distinctive temperature-dependent
(post-)elastic behaviour. Additional experiments are then required to quantify
all the corresponding material parameters, required to capture this
temperature dependency. Thermal shock experiments could be performed
with molten aluminium heated to a range of temperatures combined with
thermal damage experiments involving the repeated quasi-stationary heating
and cooling of test samples. The independent quantification of all the model
parameters by inverse modelling may be facilitated by the incorporation of a
second order sensitivity matrix into the identification algorithm. This so-called
Hessian matrix is usually approximated using methods as the BFGS algorithm
[36]. Additionally the parameter identifiability may benefit from the use of
enhanced measurement grids as discussed in Section 4.4.2.
The sensitivity analysis of the thermal shock experiments revealed that
the propagation of the elastic shock wave into the sample is caused
predominantly by the instantaneous thermal expansion induced by the contact
with the molten aluminium. In refractory bricks used in the lining of steelmaking
installations, the response to thermal shock may be different due to the
constraints imposed by neighbouring bricks. The damage furthermore will
depend on the geometry of the brick and the transient thermal boundary
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conditions (process cycles) acting upon it. The present model can be well used
to this purpose, which is the subject of future work.

4.6

Conclusions

The damage in a coarse grain refractory material subject to consecutive
thermal shock cycles is analyzed, using a model based on two distinct damage
mechanisms and their mutual interaction. The first damage mechanism
(elasticity-based damage) originates from internally and externally constrained
thermal expansion induced by temperature gradients and is driven by a
positive rate of the non-local equivalent strain. The second damage
mechanism (thermal damage) is due to a temperature increase and is induced
by thermal expansion mismatches at the micro scale. The presented
constitutive damage model is implemented into a non-local thermo-mechanical
finite element code.
The model parameters have been identified using the results of earlier
reported experiments [2], which involved the quasi-stationary heating and
cooling of refractory samples (thermal damage) as well as new experiments,
involving the repeated contact of ambient temperature refractory samples with
molten aluminium followed by passive air-cooling (thermal shock damage). In
both experiments the damage was determined from transit time
measurements.
The constitutive damage framework presented in this paper, and the
presented parameter identification analyses reveal the following original
contributions and insights:
• A rate dependent evolution law has been proposed for the elastic and
thermal damage. The evolution laws incorporate saturation of the
damage with an increasing number of thermal shock cycles as well as
shielding of the thermal damage by elasticity-based damage.
• In line with the elasticity-based damage the thermal damage evolution is
controlled by a positive temperature rate. The governing material
parameters could be identified using the results of thermal damage
experiments only.
• The remaining damage material parameters were identified by inverse
modelling of the thermal shock experiments. To this end, longitudinal
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wave propagation properties through damaged material have been
extracted from the numerical results, which enabled the comparison with
the measured transit times. The use of a Gauss-Newton minimization
procedure enriched with numerical damping resulted in an adequately
converging identification process.
• All model parameters could be determined with a reasonable accuracy.
Particularly the non-local length scale is triggered by the information
contained in the experimental data set. Its identification from transient
experiments has not been reported before.
• Parameter identifiability analyses have been used to improve the
experimental set-up by extending the currently used measurement grid
to the level where the inverse problem becomes well-posed.
The identification process resulted in a satisfactory experimental-numerical
comparison of the results for the first and second thermal shock cycle. The
third thermal shock cycle was used to validate the obtained parameter set for
which some deviations from the experiments could be observed at the
transducer locations further away from the shock front. Nonetheless, the
observed prediction of the experimental trends quantitatively validates the
proposed constitutive damage framework.
Additional results obtained with the quantified model revealed that the
elastic (thermal) shock wave propagates nearly instantaneously over a
considerable distance into the sample. Temperature gradients influence the
elasticity-based damage distribution only at the higher sample locations where
macroscopic and microscopic contributions remain of the same order. In spite
of considerable shielding by elasticity-based damage the contribution of the
thermal damage to the total damage is significant.
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5.

Predictive analysis of thermal shock damage in
steelmaking installations

A temperature-dependent constitutive damage framework is coupled
incrementally with a thermo-elastic FE package to model transient thermomechanical damage and thermal shock in the refractory lining of steelmaking
installations. Both non-local elasticity-based damage induced by temperature
gradients and thermal damage induced by a uniform temperature increase
contribute to the total damage. The non-locality is spatially discretized using a
Galerkin approach within a finite element context. A backward-Euler scheme is
used for time integration of the non-locality as well as the rate-dependent
damage evolution laws. The proposed operator-split strategy enables the
modelling of thermal shock damage in high temperature installations subject to
process conditions. The computational platform is demonstrated with
numerical examples involving thermal shock in a snorkel of a steel degassing
installation and in the refractory lining of a steel ladle.

5.1

Introduction

The refractory lining of installations for steelmaking is subject to wear due to
thermal shock. This occurs for example when molten steel is introduced into a
cold ladle or when the doors of an operating furnace are suddenly opened and
the hot refractory material becomes exposed to cold air. Severe thermal
gradients and stresses are thus induced, possibly resulting in the loss of the
structural integrity of the refractory lining which compromises the exploitation
of the high temperature installation. Computer models can be used for a
predictive assessment of this material failure, in the design phase as well as
afterwards in a post-failure analysis. The complex geometry of the refractory
structure as well as the transient process conditions need to be incorporated in
such numerical models together with an appropriate constitutive framework to
realistically predict the material degradation.
Thermal shock in refractory materials has been accounted for in the past
using e.g. the thermal shock resistance parameters defined by Hasselman [13] as well as analytical models based on fracture mechanics [4-6]. Multi-scale
models of refractory materials [7-10] have been developed more
Based on: Damhof F., Brekelmans W.A.M., Geers M.G.D., Predictive analysis of thermal shock
damage in steelmaking installations, to be submitted
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recently and are particularly useful in materials development. In previous work
[11], a continuum damage framework has been proposed to model thermal
shock in coarse grain refractory materials. The damage description includes
non-local elasticity-based damage due to constrained thermal expansion
induced by temperature gradients at the continuum scale and due to fine scale
deformations induced by thermal transients at the micro-scale. Thermal
damage due to local mismatches at the micro-level, experiencing temperature
increase is also included in the constitutive damage framework. The
phenomenological relevance of the model was assessed by the numerical
simulation of a thermal shock experiment involving the contact of ambient
temperature refractory samples with molten aluminium followed by a down
quench in ambient air. The experimental damage was characterized by
location-dependent acoustic measurements. The evolution of thermal shock
damage in a consecutive series of these experiments is described in [12],
including quasi-stationary thermal tests to trigger the thermal damage. It
appeared that the micro-crack growth induced by the thermal damage growth
was obstructed by the elasticity-based damage. Rate-dependent equations of
damage evolution were proposed in [13] to model the damage evolution
observed in the performed experiments. The damage framework was validated
quantitatively by inverse modelling of the cyclic thermal shock experiments
described in [12].
In refractory engineering, thermal shock has been analyzed elastically
by considering either installation parts of [14-16] or entire high temperature
installations [17], [18]. Models incorporating plasticity [19-22], discrete fracture
mechanics [23-25] as well as smeared cracking [26], [27] have also been
proposed for this purpose. In the literature the modelling of thermo-mechanical
damage in engineering applications is mostly limited to simplified geometries
[28-30] with [31] as an exception. Non-local damage approaches to account
for the coarse nature of the refractory micro-structure have only been used in
[30] to model the damage in a single refractory material.
An operator-split strategy is proposed in this paper to model transient
thermo-mechanical damage and in particular thermal shock in the refractory
lining of steelmaking installations. The non-local temperature-dependent
damage framework described in [13] is coupled incrementally with a thermomechanic FE package, enabling the analysis of thermally loaded structures
with transient thermal boundary conditions. The extended non-locality equation
is discretized using a Galerkin approach within a finite element context. A
backward-Euler scheme is used for time integration of the non-locality as well
as the rate-dependent damage evolution laws. The use of a non-local thermo-
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mechanical damage model for high temperature installations has not been
reported before. The operator-split approach is demonstrated with numerical
examples. First, the thermal shock damage in the snorkel of a steel degassing
installation is analyzed and the effect of a modification in the process
conditions is investigated. A second numerical example deals with the thermal
shock damage in the refractory lining of a steel ladle.

5.2

Computational aspects

The constitutive damage model is described here briefly. Details can be found
in previous work [13].

5.2.1

Constitutive damage model

In thermo-mechanically loaded refractory material both the elastic strain tensor
ε el and thermal strain tensor ε th contribute to the total strain tensor ε
according to:

ε = ε th + ε el

(5.1)

The thermal strain is induced by uniform thermal expansion due to a
temperature increase with respect to a reference state. The elastic strain is
due to non-uniform or internally constrained thermal expansion induced by
internal temperature gradients or by neighbouring bricks. Elastic behaviour
affected by isotropic damage is defined as follows:

σ = (1 − D ) 4C : (ε − ε th )

(5.2)

where the damage variable D incorporates both elasticity-based damage d el
and thermal damage

d th . The fourth-order tensor

4

C

contains the

temperature-dependent elastic moduli of the undamaged material. The
expression for the total damage D accounts for the interaction of the
elasticity-based and the thermal damage [32]:

D = 1 − (1 − d el )(1 − d th )
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The evolution law for the elasticity-based damage reads:

d& el = A ε&eq exp(− β d el )
d& = 0

if εeq > κ 0 and d el < 1
else

el

(5.4)

where A and β are material parameters and κ 0 denotes the threshold value
for the non-local equivalent strain εeq implicitly defined by:

εeq − lc2 ∇ 2 εeq = ε eq +

cths &
T
α dif

(5.5)

where lc is an internal length scale that is closely related to the dimensions of
the micro-structure of the material. The coefficients cths and α dif denote a
material constant and the thermal diffusivity respectively. The second term on
the right-hand side represents fine scale damage due to transient temperature
gradients at the micro-scale. The extension of the non-locality equation as
used in [33] with this transient microscopic damage is described in detail in
[11]. The local equivalent strain is denoted by ε eq and calculated with the
modified Von Mises definition [33]:
2

εeq =

η−1
1  η −1  2
6η
J1 +
J

 J1 +
2η(1 − 2ν )
2η  1 − 2ν 
(1 + ν )2 2

(5.6)

where η is the ratio of the compressive and tensile strength, ν denotes
Poisson’s ratio and J 1 and J 2 are invariants of the elastic strain tensor ε el
defined by:

1
J 1 = tr (ε el ) , J 2 = tr (ε el ⋅ ε el ) − tr 2 (ε el )
3

(5.7)

The evolution law for the thermal damage includes a term to account for the
shielding by elasticity-based damage and is defined as follows:

(

d& th= B T& exp(− γ d th ) 1 − d elφ
d& = 0

)

th
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where B and γ are material parameters and T0 denotes the threshold value
for the temperature T . The level of shielding by elasticity-based damage is
controlled by the parameter φ > 0 .

5.2.2

Operator split strategy

A commercial FE package is used to perform the thermo-mechanical analysis
in a staggered mode. First the transient temperature field is calculated for the
entire time frame considered. During the subsequent mechanical analysis the
damage is calculated in a dedicated (development) FE code at every time
step, using Eqs. (5.3) to (5.8). To this end the governing temperatures and
elastic strains, calculated incrementally in the commercial FE-code, are
imported into the user code as well as the corresponding finite element mesh.
Young’s modulus affected by damage is averaged per element and returned to
the commercial FE code, enabling the mechanical calculation in the
subsequent time step.
To calculate the non-local equivalent strain,
Eq. (5.5) is rewritten into its
r
r
r
weak form and the boundary condition ∇εeq ⋅ n = 0 is applied, where n
denotes the normal at the outward boundary of the domain Ω considered [11].
Subsequent spatial discretization of the result using a Galerkin scheme yields:

∫ (N e N e + B e
T

Ω

where ε

T 2
lc B e

)dΩ ε

~ eq

T

T

= ∫ N e εeq dΩ + ∫ N e
Ω

Ω

cths
N T dΩ T&
~
α dif

(5.9)

denotes a column with the nodal values of the non-local equivalent

~ eq

strain, where the matrices N T and N e contain the interpolation functions for
the temperature and the non-local equivalent strain, respectively, and where
the matrix B e contains the spatial derivatives of N e . A backward-Euler
scheme is used for the time integration of Eq. (5.9) and of the damage
evolution laws given by Eqs. (5.4) and (5.8). The resulting discretized damage
equations are non-linear and solved in a standard manner using a NewtonRaphson method. Quadratic finite elements (with eight nodes for twodimensional applications and twenty nodes for three-dimensional applications)
have been used to perform the thermal and mechanical calculations in Ansys.
Only the incremental solution variables calculated at the corner nodes are
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presently available for post-processing. This necessitates a linear interpolation
of the temperature and the non-local equivalent strain in Eq. (5.9).

5.3

Snorkel of a steel degassing installation

The damage evolution in consecutive process cycles of a steel degassing
installation is analyzed. The effect of a down time reduction is investigated.

5.3.1

Introduction

During production, the quality of steel is enhanced in the liquid phase by the
removal of CO gas using the so-called Rheinstahl-Heraus-Oxygen-Blowing
(RHOB) process. A schematic representation of a RHOB installation is shown
in the left part of Fig.5.1. After immersion of the snorkels into the liquid steel,
the pressure in the upper barrel is reduced to vacuum. Consequently, the bath
level rises and CO gas escapes from the liquid steel. The degassing of the
entire ladle content is achieved by circulation of the liquid steel through the
inlet and outlet snorkel.
Prior to its use, the RHOB installation including the snorkels is
preheated with burners to minimize the temperature differences occurring in
the refractory lining. Preheating is also applied before every degassing cycle.
In spite of these precautions, damage has been observed to occur in the
refractory lining of the snorkels as illustrated in the right part of Fig. 5.1. The
location of the depicted damage is indicated in the left part of Fig. 5.1 by the
dashed lines. Horizontal and vertical cracks can be observed as well as the
loss of structural integrity in the lower parts of the refractory lining. The
damage may have been caused by thermal shock induced during immersion
of the snorkels into the liquid steel or during the extraction from the liquid steel
when the hot refractory lining becomes exposed to ambient air. Moreover the
temperature increase of the snorkels during their use is accompanied with
thermal deformation and a compressive stress in the interior lining.
Correspondingly, a tensile stress state exists in the refractory lining on the
snorkel outside, which is therefore sensitive to thermal shock damage.
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tv camera
suction
opening

burner
entrance

upper
barrel
entrance for
additives

connection ring
snorkels

flange

lower barrel
with snorkels
slag layer
ladle with steel

Fig. 5.1. Schematic view of an RHOB installation (left), the dashed lines show
the location of the model, and picture of the indicated damaged snorkel lining
including the lower flange (right)

5.3.2

Geometry, boundary conditions and discretization

The lower part of the snorkel is modelled in an axi-symmetric configuration as
presented in Fig. 5.2. At the flange, the snorkel is connected to the main body
of the RHOB with screws (left out of consideration). The refractory concrete
type 1, commonly used in constructive applications, is reinforced with small
anchors and is therefore modelled as rigidly connected to the shell. The
anchors are not taken into account. The refractory concrete type 2 is used as a
filling material between the wear lining and the shell. The three parallel,
horizontal lines depicted in the wear lining indicate expansion joints applied to
lower the stresses in the bricks, which have not been modelled individually.
The damage evolution in refractory concrete type 1 is investigated numerically.
The possible development of damage in the other materials (wear lining,
refractory concrete type 2 and steel) is left out of consideration. The two
rectangular openings in the flange represent cooling canals.
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35 25
horizontal
displacement
constrained to
prevent rigid
body motions

250
Thermally insulated
Vertical displacements constrained

wear lining
145
225

I

II
80
80
80
steel shell and flange

350
110

110

slag layer

58

200

steel bath level
100
0

IV

400

III

230
refractory
concrete type 1
300
90

90

199

refractory concrete type 2

Fig. 5.2. Snorkel geometry and static boundary conditions (only main
dimensions are presented), the transient thermal boundary conditions are
prescribed per area (I to IV), areas I and IV are separated by the depicted
steel bath level, areas III and IV are separated by the dashed red line, areas II
and III are separated by the slag layer, areas I and II are separated by the
dashed blue line
The thermo-elastic properties of refractory concrete type 1 are listed in
Table 5.1. Young’s modulus was determined from three-point bending tests.
The estimated values for Poisson’s ratio and the thermal capacity are typical
for refractory concretes. The coefficient of thermal expansion was determined
from dilatation tests. The density and thermal conductivity are obtained from
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standard measurements. The thermal conductivity and Young’s modulus are
measured and specified as a function of the temperature T in °C in the
temperature regime of interest.
Type
Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s
ratio

Value

Unit

Source

E(T ) = 2.6 ⋅ 10 4+ 46T − 0.1 T 2 − 4 ⋅ 10−5T 3

MPa

Measured

[-]

Estimate

Thermal
expansion

αth = 7.7 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 2860

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 4.32 − 4 ⋅ 10 −3 T + 3 ⋅ 10 −6 T 2 − 7 ⋅ 10 −10 T 3

W m °C

Capacity

C p (T ) = 1250

J kg °C

ν = 0.2

°C

-1

kg m

Measured

-3

-1

-1

-1

-1

Estimate

Table 5.1. Thermo-elastic material parameters of refractory concrete type 1
Table 5.2 contains the damage material parameters of refractory
concrete type 1. The compressive and tensile strength, defining the ratio η ,
were determined from uni-axial compressive and three-point bending tests
respectively. The elastic damage threshold κ 0 was also obtained from threepoint bending tests. The estimated length scale lc reflects the coarseness of
the refractory material [13]. The thermal damage parameters T0 , γ and φ
have been quantified in [13] describing the numerical-experimental parameter
identification for a refractory material of similar heterogeneity as presently
considered. Accordingly the values of the other damage parameters A , β ,
Cths and B have been estimated based on the values identified in [13] and the
reported qualitative damage patterns observed for this problem. The properties
of the other materials are presented in Section 5.7.
The interface of the considered snorkel geometry with the other part of
the RHOB is considered as thermally insulated, as indicated in Fig. 5.2. The
governing displacements are constrained in the vertical direction. To prevent
rigid body motions the horizontal displacement is supressed in the node
located in the upper left corner of the discretized model geometry. The air flow
through the cooling canals is represented by forced convection using a heat
transfer coefficient of 50 W/m2°C and an ambient temperature of 20 °C. The
mechanisms of heat transfer in areas I to IV depend on the process conditions
summarized in Table 5.3, as described in detail in the following paragraph.
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Type
Elastic
damage
parameters

Thermal
damage
parameters

Non-local
material
parameters
Equivalent
strain
parameter

Quantity
Damage
evolution
parameters
Damage
threshold value
Damage
evolution
parameters
Shielding
constant
Damage
threshold value

Value

T0 = 21

°C

Length scale

lc = 10

mm

Thermal
constant

Cths = 5 ⋅ 10 −11

shock

Compressive/
tensile strength

Unit

A = 80

[-]

β = 3. 5

[-]

κ0 (T ) = 5 ⋅ 10 −4 + 2 ⋅ 10 −6 T − 8 ⋅ 10 −9 T 2 + 6 ⋅ 10 −12 T 3

[-]

B = 1.2 ⋅ 10 −4

°C

[-]

φ = 0.075

[-]

2

m °C

η (T ) = 4.57 − 5.8 ⋅ 10 −3 T + 1 ⋅ 10 −5 T 2 − 3 ⋅ 10 −9 T 3

Estimate
~[13]
Measured
Estimate
~[13]

-1

γ = 0.4

Source

Identified
in [13]

-1

[-]

Estimate
~[13]
Measured

Table 5.2. Damage material parameters of refractory concrete type 1
Process
condition

Description

Preheating

Burner
positioned
inside snorkel

Forced convection
and radiation
between burner
and wear lining

Natural convection
and radiation to
ambient
surroundings

Immersion

Liquid steel
present in
areas III and
IV

Radiation
between steel
bath and wear
lining. Natural
convection.

Degassing

Liquid steel
present in
areas I, III and
IV

Forced convection

Degassed

Liquid steel
present in
areas III and
IV

Radiation between
slag layer,
refractory concrete
type 1 and flange.
Natural convection.
Radiation between
slag layer,
refractory concrete
type 1 and flange.
Natural convection.
Radiation between
slag layer,
refractory concrete
type 1 and flange.
Natural convection.

Extraction
Down time

Entire snorkel
lifted out of
steel bath

I

Radiation
between steel
bath and wear
lining. Natural
convection.
Natural
convection and
radiation to
ambient
surroundings

II

Natural convection
and radiation to
ambient
surroundings

III

IV

Natural
convection and
radiation to
ambient
surroundings

Forced
convection
and radiation
between
burner and
wear lining

Forced convection

Forced
convection

Forced convection

Forced
convection

Forced convection

Forced
convection

Natural
convection and
radiation to
ambient
surroundings

Natural
convection
and radiation
to ambient
surroundings

Table 5.3. Process dependent heat transfer conditions per area, as indicated
in Fig. 5.2
Preheating is applied before the first use of the RHOB and at the
beginning of every degassing cycle. The governing burner action in areas I
and IV is considered as forced convection using a heat transfer coefficient of
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900 W/m2°C and an ambient temperature of 900 °C. The radiation between
the burner and the wear lining has been accounted for as well using a value of
0.9 for the emissivity coefficient of wear lining material. This value is also used
to represent the emissivity of the radiating surfaces of refractory concrete
types 1 and 2 and of the steel flange and shell. The thermal transport in areas
II and III during the preheating stage is due to radiation and natural convection
to the ambient surroundings. The used heat transfer coefficients for natural
convection depend on the heat flow directed upwards or downwards from a
horizontal surface or from a vertical surface. These heat transfer coefficients
are denoted by respectively hhor − up , hhor − down and hvert [14]:

hhor − up = 2.38 (Tsurf − Tamb ) 0.3

(5.10)

hhor −down = 1.21 (Tsurf − Tamb ) 0.3

(5.11)

hvert = 1.63 (Tsurf − Tamb ) 0.3

(5.12)

where Tsurf and Tamb denote the surface and ambient temperature (20 °C ),
respectively. The heat transfer in areas III and IV during immersion of the
snorkels into the liquid steel due to forced convection are characterized by a
heat transfer coefficient of 3000 W/m2°C and an ambient steel temperature of
1540 °C. The governing thermal transport in area I is governed by natural
convection from the wear lining to the ambient surroundings combined with
radiation between the wear lining and the liquid steel. Similar thermal
boundary conditions are imposed in area II during the immersion stage except
that the irradiative heat transfer now takes place between the snorkel outside
and the modelled layer of liquid slag of 600 °C. In the consecutive degassing
stage the snorkel is entirely filled with (flowing) liquid steel. The mechanism of
thermal transport in area I is now equal to that in area IV. In the ‘degassed’
stage following the degassing treatment, the steel level has dropped back to
that in the immersion stage with its corresponding heat transfer conditions.
Subsequently the snorkels are extracted from the liquid steel. The governing
thermal transport in all areas is accounted for by radiation and natural
convection to the ambient surroundings. The process cycle is concluded with a
period of down time. The heat transfer conditions of the extraction stage apply.
Table 5.4 specifies the applied time discretization of the degassing
process based on the realistic operation of the RHOB installation. Small time
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steps have been applied in the immersion, degassed and extraction stage to
deal with large temperature rates. Accordingly the non-cylic preheating stage
is subdivided into ‘preheating 1’ and ‘preheating 2’. The cyclic preheating
stage applied before every degassing treatment is denoted by ‘preheating 3’.
Process
condition
Preheating 1
Preheating 2
Preheating 3
Immersion
Degassing
Degassed
Extraction
Down time

Time step
number
1-10
11-34
N*(25-64)
N*(65-88)
N*(89-108)
N*(109-114)
N*(115-138)
N*(139-153)

Time step
size [s]
10
1200
10
5
60
5
5
60

Elapsed
time [s]
100
28800
300
120
1200
30
120
900

Table 5.4. Time discretization of the RHOB process conditions, the number of
the simulated treatment cycle is specified by N
The discretization of the snorkel model is depicted in Fig. 5.3. Elements
with 8 nodes have been used. The corresponding quadratic interpolation
functions are evaluated at 3 x 3 integration points. Expansion joints are applied
at certain locations in the wear lining to lower the stresses. Dedicated contact
elements were used to model these joints as well as the contact between the
upper and lower flange. The top layer of the steel and slag bath is discretized
to account for the irradiative thermal transport using the so-called radiation
matrix method [37]. In this method the matrix is established containing the
generated view factors between the radiating surfaces. The matrix is
introduced as a super element in the thermal analysis.
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Contact elements
to model the
expansion joints in
the wear lining

Contact elements to model
the contact between the
upper and the lower flange

Elements to model
the radiation of the
slag layer

Elements to
model the
radiation of
the liquid steel

Finite element discretization
of refractory concrete type 1

Fig. 5.3. Finite element discretization of the complete snorkel model (left) and
of the refractory concrete type 1 only (right)

5.3.3

Analysis results

The damage evolution in the refractory concrete type 1 during four consecutive
degassing cycles is analyzed. This is referred to as the ‘actual’ situation. In an
additional numerical investigation the effect of a reduction in down time is
demonstrated. The results achieved are discussed at the end of this
subsection.
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 present, respectively, the temperature and damage
distribution at various stages of the first degassing cycle. Evidently, the highest
temperatures in the refractory concrete, after the preheating are obtained in
the vicinity of the snorkel interior. At the beginning of the immersion stage the
existing temperature distribution is only affected in the area of contact with the
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liquid steel. The propagation of the elastic shock wave induced by the nearly
instantaneous thermal expansion [13] already resulted in damage evolution
over a considerable distance into the refractory concrete lining. Up to the end
of the degassed stage, the overall refractory concrete temperature has
increased considerably. The temperature in the upper part of the concrete
refractory lining remains relatively low due to the internal flange cooling. In
addition to the damage present at the contact surface with the liquid steel, a
diagonally orientated damage pattern has developed. Based on the results of
the second numerical analysis, discussed in the next paragraph, it is
concluded that this damage pattern is due to the up quench thermal shock
induced in the immersion stage. It appears furthermore that the strain rates
induced during extraction do not exceed those induced during the immersion
stage. Only in the down-right corner area relatively high temperature gradients
can be observed at the beginning of the extraction stage. Consequently the
damage has only grown in that corner area. Note that the entire submerged
part of the refractory concrete has been subject to thermal deformation,
resulting in a corresponding damage pattern.

Fig. 5.4. Temperature distribution (°C ) in the first processing cycle, from left to
right: at the end of the preheating stage (time step 64, Table 5.4), at the
beginning of the immersion stage (time step 65), at the end of the degassed
stage (time step 114) and at the beginning of the extraction stage (time step
115)
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Fig. 5.5. Damage distribution in the first processing cycle, from left to right: at
the end of the preheating stage (time step 64, Table 4), at the beginning of the
immersion stage (time step 65), at the end of the degassed stage (time step
114) and at the beginning of the extraction stage (time step 115)
Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 visualize the damage distribution after four consecutive
processing cycles with down time periods of respectively 15 and 2 min. The
damage patterns distinguished in the previous paragraph continue to evolve
during the modelled process cycles. The damage evolution in particularly the
actual case may ultimately result in macro-cracks propagating diagonally in the
direction of the down-right corner area of the refractory concrete lining. It
appeared that a reduction of the down time has resulted in a lower damage
level, especially after the third and fourth processing cycle due to the lower
temperature and consequently strain rates. The previously described damage
patterns are all less pronounced. Moreover, the direction of the damage
development in the centre of the refractory concrete lining changes from
diagonal into downward vertical. The simulation results show that down time
reduction can be an effective method to lower the damage in the refractory
concrete lining, thereby increasing its lifetime.
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Fig. 5.6. Damage distribution at the end of four consecutive treatment cycles
(down time period of 15 min.)

Fig. 5.7. Damage distribution at the end of four consecutive treatment cycles
(down time period of 2 min.)
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5.4

Slag ring of a steel ladle

The thermal shock damage in the refractory lining of a steel ladle is next
investigated. To this end, a single brick of the slag ring lining is modelled with
appropriate boundary conditions. The mechanical ability of the refractory
material to withstand the thermal expansion induced by thermal shock is
investigated in a sensitivity analysis.

5.4.1

Introduction

In and between treatments as discussed in section 5.3 liquid steel is contained
in a ladle. Large temperature gradients are induced in the refractory lining
during the filling and emptying of the ladle. The bricks of a slag ring refractory
lining, indicated in a schematic view of a ladle in Fig. 5.8, are alternatingly
subject to sudden contact with liquid steel and ambient air. A damaged slag
ring lining is shown in Fig. 5.9. The horizontal cracks at half the brick height
occurred during the emptying of the ladle. The subsequent exposure of the hot
refractory lining to ambient air induces a contraction of the thermally expanded
brick material. Consequently, tensile stresses and cracks develop at the hot
face of the bricks. The material loss at the vertical corners of the bricks is due
to the contact with liquid steel. The resulting temperature increase causes (a
sudden) thermal expansion at the brick hot face constrained by neighbouring
bricks. A compressive stress state results, at some distance equilibrated by a
tensile stress state. A layered-wise spalling of refractory material from the hot
face is induced, resulting in the depicted rounded-off brick ends.
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Slag ring

Fig. 5.8. Schematic view of a steel ladle (axi-symmetric cross-section)

Fig. 5.9. Damaged slag ring with rounded-off brick ends due to (sudden)
thermal expansion after filling of the ladle; the horizontal surface cracks at the
brick ends are induced by sudden contraction due to the contact with ambient
air after emptying of the ladle [35]
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5.4.2

Geometry, boundary conditions and discretization

A quarter brick of the slag ring refractory lining is studied. To this purpose,
other parts of the lining, including the steel shell are modelled as well. Fig.
5.10 shows the geometry of the model as well as the boundary conditions. The
permanent lining is designed to last the entire ladle life as opposed to the wear
lining. The insulation lining and the micro-porous layer are installed to keep the
temperatures of the liquid steel and the shell at acceptable and safe levels,
respectively.
Cold face
Natural convection + radiation
Displacements constrained in Z-direction
Displacements free in X- and Y-direction
steel shell

Face parallel to YZ-plane
Symmetry condition

36
insulation
lining

5
32

permanent
lining
40

80
Oblique face
Symmetry condition
Face parallel to XZ-plane
Symmetry condition

Micro-porous layer
YZ-plane
Symmetry condition

178
wear lining

Face parallel to XZ-plane
Thermally insulated
Displacements free

70

Y

Z

50

X

Hot face
(Free) convection + radiation
Displacements free

Fig. 5.10. Model of the slag ring lining, specification of the boundary conditions
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The thermo-elastic material parameters of the wear lining, specified in Table
5.5, have all been obtained from standard measurements as described in
Section 5.3.2. Table 5.6 contains the damage material parameters of the wear
lining which have been obtained for a similar procedure as for the refractory
concrete type 1 material of the RHOB installation. Note that the damage
parameters A , β , cths and B are again estimated on the basis of the values
identified in [13] for a refractory material of similar heterogeneity and the
qualitative damage distributions observed in the engineering practice for the
problem of interest here. The properties of the other materials are presented in
Section 5.8.
Type

Elastic
material
parameters
Thermo-elastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus

Value

Poisson’s ratio

ν = 0.22

Thermal
expansion

αth = 3 ⋅10 −6 + 1 ⋅10 −8 T

Density

ρ = 3023

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 9.8 − 3.3 ⋅ 10 -3 T − 3 ⋅ 10 −7 T 2

W m-1 °C-1

Capacity

C p (T ) = 748 + 0.18 T + 4 ⋅ 10 −4 T 2

J kg-1 °C-1

E(T ) = 48 ⋅ 103 − 6.39T − 0.011T 2 − 7 ⋅10−6 T 3

Unit

Source

MPa

Measured

[-]

Estimate

°C

-1

kg m

-3

Measured

Table 5.5. Thermo-elastic material parameters of the wear lining
Type

Elastic
damage
parameters

Thermal
damage
parameters

Non-local
material
parameters
Equivalent
strain
parameter

Quantity
Damage
evolution
parameters
Damage
threshold value

Value
A = 90

Unit

Damage
evolution
parameters

B = 1 ⋅ 10 −4

[-]

β = 2.8

[-]

κ0 (T ) = 0.0008 − 8 ⋅ 10 −8 T + 10 −10 T 2

[-]

[-]

Shielding
constant
Damage
threshold value

φ = 0.075

[-]

T0 = 21

°C

Length scale

lc = 11

mm

Thermal
constant

Cths = 1 ⋅ 10 −11

shock

Compressive/
tensile strength

Estimate
~[13]
Measured
Estimate
~[13]
Identified in
[13]

°C-1

γ = 0.4

Source

m °C

Estimate
~[13]

[-]

Measured

2

-1

η (T ) = 10.26 − 9.9 ⋅ 10 −3 T + ...
... + 2 ⋅ 10 −5 T 2 − 2 ⋅ 10 −8 T 3 + 9 ⋅ 10 −12 T 4

Table 5.6. Damage material parameters of the wear lining
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As indicated in Fig. 5.10, symmetry conditions are prescribed on the
model faces parallel to and coinciding with respectively the XZ- and YZ-plane.
Symmetry conditions are also applied on the oblique side of the wear lining
section to represent the neighbouring brick and on the side of the slag ring
lining parallel to the YZ plane to represent the ladle lining in circumferential
direction. The model side coinciding with the XZ-plane is represented as
adiabatic whereas the displacements are unconstrained to account for the free
expansion of the slag ring lining in the positive Y-direction, see Fig. 5.8. At the
hot and cold face of the lining the displacements are respectively
unconstrained and constrained in the Z-direction. The thermal transport at the
cold face is governed by radiation and natural convection. The irradiative heat
transfer is simulated as convection characterized by the heat transfer
coefficient α rad defined as:

α rad = Ce k

4
Tcf4 − Tamb

(5.13)

Tcf − Tamb

where Tcf represents the cold face temperature and Tamb is the ambient
temperature (20 °C). The coefficient of emissivity and Boltzmann’s constant
are denoted by Ce and k respectively. The thermal boundary conditions
imposed on the brick hot face depend on the loading condition of the ladle and
are described in the next paragraph.
The ladle is first preheated by a burner, represented by convection with
a heat transfer coefficient of 1000 W/m2°C and an ambient flame temperature
of 1100 °C. Consecutively liquid steel is poured into the ladle. The governing
thermal transport is simulated by convection with a heat transfer coefficient of
3000 W/m2°C and an ambient steel temperature of 1540 °C. After a hold time
representing processing of the liquid steel as described in Section 5.3, the
ladle is emptied. The cooling mechanism comprises natural convection and
radiation using Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) respectively. The ambient temperature
of the air around the cooling ladle is set to 100 °C. Thereafter, in the down time
period the ladle remains empty.
The applied time discretization during loading, specified in Table 5.7, is
based on actual process data. Small time steps are used in the filling and
emptying stage to deal with the large temperature rates. Accordingly, the
preheating phase is split into ‘preheating 1’ and ‘preheating 2’. The numerical
analysis is performed for four consecutive cycles of filling, processing,
emptying and down time.
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Loading
condition
Preheating 1
Preheating 2
Filling
Processing
Emptying
Down time

Time step
number
1-10
11-30
M*(31-54)
M*(55-72)
M*(73-96)
M*(97-108)

Time step
size [s]
10
1200
5
60
5
60

Elapsed
time [s]
100
24000
120
1080
120
720

Table 5.7. Time discretization of the ladle loading conditions, the number of
loading cycles is specified by M.
The finite element discretization of the slag ring model is shown in Fig.
5.11. Brick elements with 20 nodes are used. The nodal displacements and
temperatures are interpolated using the corresponding quadratic interpolation
functions evaluated at 14 integration points. The thermal contact between the
wear lining and the permanent lining is modelled with nodal constraints
enforcing equal temperatures at the contact surfaces. The corresponding
mechanical, sliding contact is described with contact elements using a
(Coulomb) friction coefficient of 0.15. The contact surfaces of the wear and
permanent lining are modelled as deformable and rigid respectively.

Fig. 5.11. Finite element discretization of slag ring model
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5.4.3

Analysis results

Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 depict the temperature distribution at consecutive stages
during the first loading cycle of the ladle. The corresponding damage
distribution is shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. It can be observed that at the end
of the preheating stage the minimum temperature of the brick exceeds 850 °C.
This implies that thermal and elasticity-based damage will already be present.
Moreover, the constrained thermal expansion induced during the preheating
phase has resulted in a concentration of the damage at some distance from
the hot face. At the beginning of the filling stage, the temperature distribution is
only affected in the contact zone with the liquid steel. The damage induced by
the corresponding (instantaneous) thermal expansion increases over a
considerable distance from the shock front. At the hot face the damage growth
is inhibited by the compressive stress state. Note that this might not be the
case for higher values of the thermal shock constant cths that controls the
contribution of fine scale damage; see also Eq. (5.5). Until the end of the
processing stage, the brick temperature increases continuously. The resulting
thermal expansion causes a further increase of the damage. Finally it can be
observed that the down quench thermal shock induced during the emptying of
the ladle only causes a damage increase at the brick hot face.

Fig. 5.12. Temperature distribution (°C) in the first loading cycle, at the end of
the preheating stage (left, time step 30, Table 5.7) and at the beginning of the
filling stage (right, time step 31)
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Fig. 5.13. Temperature distribution (°C) in the first loading cycle, at the end of
the processing stage (left, time step 72) and at the beginning of the emptying
stage (right, time step 73)

Fig. 5.14. Damage distribution in the first loading cycle, at the end of the
preheating stage (left, time step 30, Table 7) and at the beginning of the filling
stage (right, time step 31)
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Fig. 5.15. Damage distribution in the first loading cycle, at the end of the
processing stage (left, time step 72) and at the beginning of the emptying
stage (right, time step 73)
The damage distribution after loading cycles 1 and 2 is presented in Fig.
5.16. The damage distribution after loading cycles 3 and 4 is presented in Fig.
5.17. Distinct patterns of damage can be observed for the consecutive loading
cycles. The damage at the hot face due to the ladle emptying may result in
surface cracks as depicted in Fig. 5.9. The development of damage behind the
hot face and at some distance thereof (due to long range elastic deformation)
and the resulting constrained thermal expansion may ultimately result in
spalling as shown in Fig. 5.9. In order to reduce the stresses and damage in
the hot face area of the brick, expansion joints filled with mortar are sometimes
used. Another way to limit the damage is to select a brick material with more
favorable thermo-elastic properties. This is investigated in the last part of this
subsection.
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Fig. 5.16. Damage distribution after loading cycles 1 (left) and 2 (right)

Fig. 5.17. Damage distribution after loading cycles 3 (left) and 4 (right)
The resistance of a refractory material against the initiation of thermal
shock fracture is often represented by the Hasselman parameter R defined as
[1]:

R=

σ (1 − ν )
α th E

(5.14)

with σ the tensile strength. The parameter R defines the maximum allowable
temperature difference in refractory material subject to infinitely fast heating-
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up. It is commonly used for the comparative ranking of materials. As the value
of Poisson’s ratio is of the same order for certain classes of coarse grain
refractory materials, an alternative thermal shock resistance parameter may be
defined according to:

S=

κ0
α th

(5.15)

with κ 0 the threshold for elasticity-based damage. The parameter S
represents the mechanical ability of a refractory material to withstand thermal
expansion induced by up quench thermal shock without damage.
This point of departure is further investigated in three cases where both
the elastic damage threshold and the thermal expansion coefficient are
decreased or increased with 50 %. The damage evolution is again determined
during four loading cycles. Fig. 5.18 presents the damage distribution after the
fourth loading cycle. It can be observed that the active damage mechanisms
are the same, but the overall level of damage increases with higher values of
both the thermal expansion coefficient and the elasticity-based damage
threshold. It appears that the increase of the elastic strain (resulting from the
higher thermal strain, induced by the higher thermal expansion coefficient) is
more pronounced than the increase of the elasticity-based damage threshold.
Consequently these results indicate that the Hasselman parameter R (in
reduced form the parameter S ) may not be a suitable indicator for the
resistance against thermal shock.
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Fig. 5.18. Damage after four loading cycles with 50 % decreased (top, left),
unchanged values (top, right) and 50 % increased values (bottom) of both the
thermal expansion coefficient and elasticity-based damage threshold.

5.5

Conclusions

In this paper, a recently developed model is used to determine transient
thermo-mechanical damage for thermal shock conditions in coarse grain
refractory linings of steelmaking installations. To this end, a temperaturedependent non-local damage framework is coupled incrementally with a
thermo-mechanical FE package using an operator-split strategy. The
constitutive model used, incorporates both non-local elasticity-based damage
(due to constrained thermal expansion and fine scale thermal transients) as
well as thermal damage (induced by uniform thermal expansion). The
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modelling of transient thermo-mechanical degradation in high temperature
installations using a non-local damage framework has not been reported
before in the literature.
To assess the predictive capability of the computational framework, the
thermal shock damage in a snorkel of a steel degassing installation was
simulated for different cyclic process conditions. Distinct zones of damage
development could be observed in the refractory concrete located on the
outside of the snorkel, predominantly induced by the (sudden) contact with the
liquid steel. It was furthermore shown that a reduction in the cyclic down time
of the degassing installation reduces the damage and consequently increases
the lifetime of the refractory concrete lining.
In a second industrial example, the thermal shock damage in the slag
ring of a steel ladle was numerically investigated as a function of the cyclic
loading conditions. To this end a single wear lining brick was modelled using
appropriate mechanical and thermal boundary conditions. The consecutive
stages of filling, processing, emptying and down time resulted in distinctive
zones of damage development, which are consistent with the zones of
material failure observed in practice. In a sensitivity analysis it appeared
furthermore that the elastic strain induced by a higher thermal expansion
coefficient exceeded the elasticity-based damage threshold, increased
simultaneously with the same percentage, resulting in a higher level of the
damage.
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5.7

Material properties of RHOB snorkel

Type
Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter

Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s ratio

Value

Thermal
expansion

α th = 10.2 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 3878

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 8.88 − 3.1 ⋅ 10 −3 T − 4 ⋅ 10 −7 T 2

W m-1 °C-1

Capacity

C p (T ) = 991 + 0.33 T − 8 ⋅ 10 −5 T 2

J kg-1 °C-1

E(T ) = 9800 − 2.13T − 2.2 ⋅ 10

−3

T

2

ν = 0.22

Unit

Source

MPa

Measured

[-]

Estimate

-1

°C

kg m

Table 5.8. Wear lining
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Type

Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity

Value

Unit

Source

Young’s
modulus

E(T ) = 1870 + 0.70 T − 2 ⋅ 10−3 T 2 + 5 ⋅ 10−7 T 3

MPa

Measured

Poisson’s ratio

ν = 0.2

[-]

Estimate

Thermal
expansion

α th = 8 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 2695

Conductivity

λ = 1.4

Capacity

C p = 1250

°C-1

Measured

kg m-3
-1

-1

-1

-1

W m °C

Estimate

J kg °C

Table 5.9. Refractory concrete type 2
Type

Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s
ratio

Value

Thermal
expansion

αth = 11.5 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 7850

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 47.2 − 0.04 T + 1 ⋅ 10 −5 T 2 − 2 ⋅ 10 −9 T 3

W m °C

Capacity

C p = 447

J kg °C

E(T ) = 20 ⋅ 10 + 145T − 0.99 T + 6 ⋅ 10 T
4

2

−4 3

ν = 0.3

Table 5.10. Solid steel
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Source

MPa

[36]

[-]

Estimate

°C-1

[34]

kg m-3

Estimate

-1

-1

Measured

-1

-1

[34]
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5.8

Material properties of slag ring lining

Type

Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity

Young’s
modulus

Value
E(T ) = 39 ⋅ 10 + 28.7 T − 0.19 T + ...
3

Unit

Source

MPa

Measured

[-]

Estimate

2

... + 2 ⋅ 10−4 T 3 − 5 ⋅ 10−8T 4

Poisson’s
ratio

ν = 0.2

Thermal
expansion

α th = 7.6 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 2690

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 1.55 + 1 ⋅ 10 −3 T − 4 ⋅ 10 −7 T 2

W m-1 °C-1

Capacity

C p (T ) = 503 + 0.89 T − 5 ⋅ 10 −4 T 2 + 1 ⋅ 10 −7 T 3

J kg-1 °C-1

°C

-1

kg m

-3

Measured

Table 5.11. Permanent lining
Type
Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter

Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s ratio

Value

Unit

Source

E = 1000

MPa

Estimate

[-]

Estimate

Thermal
expansion

α th = 6.12 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 1157

Conductivity

λ(T ) = 1.14 + 7 ⋅ 10 −4 T − 3 ⋅ 10 −7 T 2

W m °C

Capacity

C p (T ) = 652 + 0.72 T − 2 ⋅ 10 −4 T 2

J kg °C

ν = 0.2

°C

-1

kg m-3

Measured

-1

-1

-1

-1

Table 5.12. Insulation lining
Type

Elastic
material
parameters
Thermoelastic
material
parameter
Thermal
material
parameters

Quantity
Young’s
modulus
Poisson’s
ratio

Value

Unit

Source

E = 1000

MPa

Estimate

[-]

Estimate

Thermal
expansion

α th = 0.5 ⋅ 10 −6

Density

ρ = 250

Conductivity
Capacity

ν = 0.2

°C

-1

kg m

λ(T ) = 0.04 + 2 ⋅ 10 −5 T − 3 ⋅ 10 −8 T 2 + 4 ⋅ 10 −11T 3
C p (T ) = 801 + 0.17 T + 6 ⋅ 10 −4 T 2 − 5 ⋅ 10 −7 T 3

Table 5.13. Micro-porous insulation
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-1

-3

Measured
-1

W m °C

J kg-1 °C-1
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6.

Conclusions

The interior of high temperature steelmaking installations is furnished with
coarse grain refractory materials used to withstand the harsh thermal
environment and the chemical interaction with the contained atmosphere.
Coarse grain refractory materials are sensitive to thermal shock damage due
to the distinctive heterogeneous granular structure exhibiting property
mismatches at the micro-scale. Thermal shock is induced for example when
liquid steel is poured into a cold ladle or when an operating furnace is
suddenly opened and the hot refractory lining becomes exposed to ambient
air. Catastrophic material failure may occur when the resulting thermal
stresses exceed material limits. The possibility to numerically predict this
thermo-mechanical degradation process may improve the operational planning
for using the thermally loaded structures. To this end a constitutive damage
description has been proposed and first validated qualitatively by modelling a
dedicated thermal shock experiment. The constitutive description was
enhanced in order to describe the degradation phenomena observed in a
consecutive series of thermal shock experiments. Inverse modelling of these
experiments and the results of quasi-stationary thermal tests enabled the full
identification of the governing damage material parameters. The quantified
damage framework was coupled to a commercially available thermomechanical FE package enabling the analysis of engineering applications. The
following conclusions are drawn:
• The degradation of coarse grain refractory materials by (cyclic) thermal
shock can be adequately predicted using a (rate-dependent) non-local
continuum damage framework dealing with two distinctive mechanisms
of damage: elasticity-based damage originating from constrained
thermal expansion induced by temperature gradients or boundary
effects and thermal damage induced by isotropic thermal expansion
(even for a uniform temperature). The contribution of fine scale damage
induced by thermal transients, as accounted for by an extended nonlocality equation, is considerable.
• Thermal shock damage tests representative for steelmaking processes
can be reproducibly applied to coarse grain refractory materials by the
repeated surface contact of test samples with molten aluminium
followed by a down quench in ambient air. The location-dependent
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measurement of the transit times of ultrasonic longitudinal waves is a
practical and reproducible method to characterize the spatially
distributed damage in test samples. Moreover, it appeared from
independent thermal shock experiments that the acoustic damage,
defined by the relative deterioration of the dynamic Young’s modulus is
compatible with the mechanical damage, defined by the relative
deterioration of Young’s modulus obtained from mechanical tests.
• It was shown in dedicated quasi-stationary thermal tests that a uniform
temperature increase can induce considerable damage in a coarse grain
refractory material resulting from CTE mismatches at the micro-scale.
The results of these experiments can be used to identify the governing
material parameters. When subject to upward thermal shock, the
propagation of micro-cracks induced by thermal damage is confined by
the already developed elasticity-based damage. Nonetheless, the
contribution of the thermal damage to the total thermal shock damage
remains significant.
• A mixed numerical-experimental approach involving the inverse
modelling of cyclic thermal shock experiments can be used to identify
material damage parameters with a sufficient accuracy, applying a first
order minimization procedure enriched with numerical damping and
optimized for the condition number. Exploiting the analogy between
acoustic and mechanical damage, longitudinal wave propagation
characteristics can be extracted from the numerical results to enable the
comparison with measured results. It is furthermore possible to optimize
the present experimental set-up using parameter identifiability analyses
up to the level where the inverse problem becomes well-posed.
• The propagation of elasticity-based damage into a coarse grain
refractory material subject to a severe up quench thermal shock is fast
and governed by thermal expansion at the continuum scale.
Temperature gradients influence the damage only further away from the
thermal shock front.
• The incremental coupling of the constitutive damage framework with a
thermo-mechanical FE code enables the modelling of thermal shock
damage in complex high temperature installations subject to cyclic
process conditions.
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The original contributions and insights revealed in this thesis research can be
summarized as follows:
• The non-locality equation to determine the non-local equivalent strain is
extended with fine scale damage effects induced by thermal transients;
also the identification of the governing model parameter is included.
• The non-local length scale parameter is clearly sensitive to the
information contained in the data set of cyclic thermal shock
experiments. Its identification from transient experiments has not been
reported before.
• Interaction of elasticity-based and thermal damage is revealed by the
complementary results of thermal shock and quasi-stationary thermal
tests.
• Thermal damage is modelled in a rate-dependent format including a
term representing the confinement by elasticity-based damage; the
model parameter controlling the confinement has been identified.
• Model parameters were identified by the inverse modelling of a
developed experimental set-up to simulate thermal shock at process
conditions and involving the location-dependent, non-destructive
characterization of damage evolution (which has not been reported
before apart from the application of laborious tomographic methods).
Based on parameter identifiability analyses improvements to the
experimental set-up could be made towards the well-posed identification
of the parameters within non-locality, elasticity-based damage and
shielding of thermal damage.
• The numerical simulation of thermal shock damage in complex high
temperature installations has been performed using a temperaturedependent non-local constitutive damage framework coupled with a
thermo-mechanical FE package using an operator-split approach.
Based on the results achieved in the present research the following
suggestions for future work can be made:
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•

The presented constitutive damage framework has been quantified for a
refractory material with temperature-independent damage evolution
parameters. However, certain classes of refractory material exhibit a
distinctive temperature-dependent mechanical behaviour requiring a
constitutive description with material damage parameters being a
function of the temperature. To successfully identify an associated
extended parameter set additional experiments need to be performed.
The non-local length scale may be eliminated from this parameter set by
determination from mechanical tests involving the size effect. Additional
experimental data may be obtained from thermal shock experiments
with molten metal heated to a range of temperatures and thermal
damage experiments involving the repeated quasi-stationary heating
and cooling of test samples. Nonetheless, the independent quantification
of all the model parameters is a challenging task possibly mitigated by
the use of higher order minimization algorithms and an extension of the
presently used acoustic measurement grid.
• The deviation between quantified model and experiments further away
from the thermal shock front may be resolved by the incorporation of
material degradation processes currently not captured in the model.
Thermal conduction for example may be affected by the present microcracks induced by thermal shock in a coarse grain refractory material.
Higher temperature gradients may thus be induced locally accompanied
with a correspondingly higher damage. To incorporate this effect in the
present constitutive framework, well known conductivity-porosity
relations may be used assuming that damage can be considered as a
form of porosity. As a start the degradation of heat transport may be
assessed experimentally by measuring the thermal conductivity of test
samples previously subject to thermal damage tests.
• In a coarse grain refractory material subject to a non-uniform
temperature increase (i.e. thermal shock) the interaction of elasticitybased damage and thermal damage may be of great importance. The
observed interdependency of both damage mechanisms may be further
investigated with additional experiments. For example, test samples
previously subjected to quasi-stationary thermal tests can be subjected
to thermal shock experiments and vice versa.
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• The description of micro-structural material degradation within the
present constitutive damage framework may be enhanced by a coupling
with micro-structural models as for example recently developed thermomechanical multi-scale descriptions. Models incorporating the
heterogeneous micro-structure of refractory materials explicitely may
also be used for the identification of the threshold values of elasticitybased and thermal damage.
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Grofkorrelige vuurvaste materialen worden gebruikt in installaties voor de
produktie van ijzer en staal waarbij temperaturen tot 1800 °C worden bereikt.
Een van de belangrijkste oorzaken van het vroegtijdig falen van dergelijke
installaties is de slijtage van het vuurvast door fatale thermische spanningen.
Deze worden bijvoorbeeld veroorzaakt door het gieten van vloeibaar staal in
een relatief koude pan of door het plotseling openen van een werkende oven
waarbij het hete vuurvaste materiaal aan de koude lucht wordt blootgesteld.
Thermo-mechanische schade in de vuurvaste voering brengt de levensduur en
de beschikbaarheid van de hoge-temperatuur installaties in gevaar wat de
kostenefficiënte produktie van staal negatief beïnvloedt. Daarom is het
voorspellen van thermoshock schade, hetzij van tevoren in de ontwerpfase
van installaties evenals in post-bezwijk analyses belangrijk.
In eerste instantie is thermoshock schade in grofkorrelige vuurvaste
materialen aanwezig als een diffuse zone van micro-scheuren en uiteindelijk
als macro-scheuren afhankelijk van het aantal en de zwaarte van de
thermische belastingscycli. De materiaaldegradatie is overeenkomstig
gemodelleerd met een continuüm schade aanpak verrijkt met termen om de
micro-schade in rekening te brengen en gevalideerd met data van
representatieve thermoshock experimenten. Er is gebruik gemaakt van
plaatsafhankelijke akoestische metingen om de schade te karakteriseren.
Onbekende model parameters zijn geïdentificeerd door middel van een
inverse analyse waarbij het numerieke model is aangepast om de vergelijking
met experimenten mogelijk te maken. Een operator-split strategie is toegepast
om thermoshock te modelleren in complexe hoge-temperatuur installaties
onderhevig aan cyclische procescondities.
Een niet-lokaal schade raamwerk is gekoppeld met warmtetransport en
mechanische balans vergelijkingen om de tijdsafhankelijke thermomechanische schade en in het bijzonder thermoshock te modelleren in
grofkorrelig vuurvast. Niet-uniforme mechanische en uniforme thermische
schade zijn gecombineerd in één variabele voor de totale schade. De
temperatuursafhankelijke mechanische schade ontstaat ten gevolge van
thermische expansie die wordt geïnduceerd door thermische gradiënten en die
inwendig wordt beperkt door het materiaal zelf en uitwendig door bijvoorbeeld
buurstenen. Thermische schade is het gevolg van temperatuurstijging door
verschillen in thermische expansie op micro-schaal. De mechanische schade
wordt gestuurd door een niet-lokale equivalente rek. De onderhavige niet-
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lokaliteitsvergelijking is uitgebreid met termen om de micro-schade,
veroorzaakt door plotselinge temperatuurveranderingen, in rekening te
brengen in combinatie met de bijdragen van elastische rekvelden op de
continuüm schaal. De invloed van de niet-lokaliteit inclusief de (microstructurele rekgradiënt) uitbreiding is onderzocht in een parameterstudie. De
fenomenologische relevantie van het schade raamwerk is vastgesteld door het
modelleren van thermoshock experimenten waarbij chamotte vuurvast
monsters in oppervlakte-contact zijn gebracht met gesmolten aluminium
gevolgd door afkoelen aan de buitenlucht.
In een literatuur overzicht zijn diverse opstellingen besproken om
thermoshock experimenteel te onderzoeken. Met de in dit proefschift
voorgestelde testmethode wordt thermoshock in grofkorrelig vuurvast
opgewekt met reproduceerbare en realistische warmte transportcondities
representatief voor het staalproduktie bedrijf. Een serie thermoshock proeven
op corund materiaal en meting van de doorlooptijd van ultrasone longitudinale
golven op diverse lokaties op hetzelfde monster gaf een beeld van de
ruimtelijke schadeverdeling. De compatibiliteit van akoestische en
mechanische schade werd bevestigd in onafhankelijke experimenten,
uitgevoerd om de schade karakterisatie methode mechanisch te valideren.
Akoestische schade is hier gedefinieerd als de afname van de dynamische
elasticiteitsmodulus in relatie tot die in de onbeschadigde toestand. Hiermee in
overeenstemming is de mechanische schade gedefinieerd als de afname van
de elasticiteitsmodulus verkregen uit mechanische testen in relatie tot die in de
onbeschadigde toestand. Uit een vergelijking van de schade gemeten na
opeenvolgende thermoshock experimenten en quasi-stationaire thermische
testen volgde de interactie tussen mechanische en thermische schade.
Bovendien bleek dat de propagatie van micro-scheuren veroorzaakt door
thermische schade wordt tegengewerkt door de reeds aanwezige
mechanische schade.
Om de schade in vuurvast materiaal, blootgesteld aan meerdere
opeenvolgende thermoshock cycli, correct te modelleren is een raamwerk
voorgesteld waarbij de schadegroei per tijdseenheid wordt gekoppeld aan de
relevant procesgrootheden. Mechanische en thermische schade worden op
een zodanige manier gecombineerd dat de experimenteel waargenomen
interactie wordt beschreven, met daarin meegenomen termen om de
belemmering van thermische schade groei door aanwezige mechanische
schade te beschrijven. Het schade raamwerk is geïmplementeerd in een nietlokaal thermo-mechanisch eindige elementen programma. De waarden van de
parameters in de evolutiewet voor ‘onbelemmerde’ thermische schade konden
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na integratie worden bepaald met de resultaten van de quasi-stationaire
thermische experimenten. De waarden van de andere schade materiaalparameters konden worden bepaald door middel van invers modelleren van de
cyclische thermoshock experimenten daarbij gebruikmakend van een GaussNewton minimalisatie algorithme dat werd verbeterd door numerieke demping
en geoptimaliseerd met betrekking tot de parameter identificeerbaarheid. Om
de vergelijking met experimenten mogelijk te maken zijn longitudinale golfvoortplantingseigenschappen berekend op basis van de numerieke resultaten
daarbij gebruikmakend van de analogie tussen akoestische en mechanische
schade. Alle modelparameters konden worden bepaald met een redelijke
nauwkeurigheid. Vooral de niet-lokale lengteschaal bleek gevoelig voor de
informatie in de dataset verkregen uit de tijdsafhankelijke experimenten. Een
redelijke overeenstemming werd verkregen tussen de experimentele en
numerieke resultaten van de eerste en de tweede thermoshock cyclus. Om de
geoptimaliseerde parameterset te valideren werd een derde thermoshock
cyclus gemodelleerd waarbij op zekere afstand van het shockfront enige
afwijking met de experimentele resultaten werd geconstateerd. Op deze
lokatie benadert de waarde van de doorlooptijden die in de onbeschadigde
toestand en het kan zijn dat het model niet nauwkeurig genoeg is om deze
verschillen te voorspellen. Op basis van een zogenaamde parameter
identificeerbaarheidsanalyse konden verbeteringen aan de meetopstelling
worden aangegeven door uitbreiding van het akoestische meetgrid tot op het
niveau dat het inverse probleem goed gesteld wordt. Uit resultaten van
modellering met de gekwantificeerde parameters bleek verder dat de
elastische golf zich nagenoeg instantaan voortplant in het monster.
Temperatuursgradiënten beïnvloeden de mechanische schade alleen op
zekere afstand van het shock-front. Het is verder gebleken dat thermoshock
een gebeurtenis is die zich afspeelt op twee schalen met daarin
macroscopische en microscopische bijdragen van dezelfde orde van grootte.
De bijdrage van de thermische schade aan de totale schade is aanzienlijk
ondanks de afscherming door mechanische schade.
Het gebruik van het ontwikkelde en gekwantificeerde schade raamwerk
voor technische toepassingen werd mogelijk door toepassing van een
zogenaamde operator-split strategie. Niet-lokale schade-evolutie is
incrementeel gekoppeld aan een thermo-mechanisch eindige elementen
methode (EEM) pakket dat wordt gebruikt om hoge-temperatuur installaties
onderworpen aan cyclische proces condities te bestuderen. De niet-lokaliteit
wordt verdisconteerd op incrementeel niveau door middel van ruimtelijke EEM
discretisatie
en
backward-Euler
tijdintegratie.
De
numerieke
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oplossingsstrategie werd gedemonstreerd door thermoshock schade in de
inlaat van een staal ontgassingsinstallatie te bestuderen. Het effekt van een
wijziging in de proces-condities is onderzocht. In een tweede rekenvoorbeeld
wordt de thermoshock schade in de vuurvast voering van een staalpan
onderzocht.
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